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Homecoming theme is
'Records to Remember'

Food needed for shelves
at local Need Line office

See story on page 2

Jerry Reed to perform
at the Banana Festival

See story on page 2

See story on page?
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- News In Brief—
Titanic's watery grave called a
'peaceful place' by discoverer
WOOlIS HOLE, Mass. iAU — The Titanic should be left undisturbed in its silent tomb at the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean in
memorial to the 1.513 people who died when it sank 73 years ago,
says the scientist who found the ship.,
"It is a quiet and peaceful place. and a fitting place for the remains of this greatest of sea tragedies to rest," said Robert
Ballard. chief scientist on the U.S.-French expedition that came
home Monday to the cheers of 300 people gathered at the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution.
"The Titanic lies now in 13,000 feet of water on a gently sloping
Alpine-looking countryside.overlooking a small canyon below,"
he said. "Forever may it remain that way."
The Navy research ship Knorr, whose crew found the Titanic
about 560 miles off Newfoundland Sept. 1, was escorted into harbor by a flotilla of small boats as people waved and cheered from
rooftops and the docks. Champagne flowed on board and families
embraced the 23 researchers who found and filmed the wreck.
In his first full account of the finding. Ballard said at a news
conference after docking that a 'French associate. Jean-Louis
Michel, was the first to spot and identify the wreckage. Sighting
of the massive liner's distinctive boiler made it certain that the
wreckage was that of the 46,000-ton Titanic.
"Jean-Louis was on the watch. I had just stepped oilt, ironically," Ballard said. •'They said, 'You'd.better go and get Bob,.and'
no one wanted to leave. So finally they got the cook to go and find
nit'. I ran into the control 'center. It was clear. The boiler is so
distinctand unique and Jean-Louis and I had memorized. I think.•
every part of the ship. We were very excited.
"Then it hit us. Someone looked at the clock and said, 'You
know. it's 2 o'clockling the Titanic sank at 2:40.* With that we
quieted and.went out on the fantail and had a private service.".
Researchers aboard the Knorr said they saw no sign of remains
of victims of the sinking in the videotapes taken by the Argo, the
submersible vessel that found the wreckage while being testing
for the I'S. Navy.
The Titanic, touted -as unsinkable, sank on its maiden voyage
on April 14, 1912. after an iceberg slashed a..300-foot gash in its
, steel-armored hull. About 700 passengers were rescued;lrom
- lifeboats.
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Kelsey gives update
on scout museum to
visiting KWW group
Calloway County hosted the
KWW members expressed the
other seven member-counties at
feeling that the Boy Scout
the monthly meeting of the KenMuseum "may be just what
tucky's Western Waterland
we're looking for." They look
tourism organization.
upon the scheduled museum
Darwin Kelsey, a KWW Muropening on May 17 or 24, 1986, as
ray board member, gave the
a boon to the local tourism
group an updated preview of the
industry.
Boy Scout Museum. He passed
Carl Hampton of Sportman's
out copies of the museum's first
Lodge at Jonathan Creek
newsletter, which explains
reported that the Information
museum funding and introduces -Center Development project is
staff members.
nearing fruition.
Kelsey said the newsletter.
Hampton said the local
along with the fund-raising indevelopment group will appear
formation packet, was . before the state tourism board in
distributed at the National JamFrankfort bn Sept. 18 to "prove
boree of the Boy Scouts in June.
we'll do what we say." He said
"We think we're pretty effective
the $190,000 grant to complete
about getting the word outthe project'Vaul4 come shortly after th&
KWW membess_asked Kelsey
for fliers about the museum to
The center will be located off-take to travel shows coming up
Interstate 24 Exit 31 _in Livthis winter.
ingston County.
They were excited about the
Other happenings in West
'contest sponsored by the Scouts
Kentucky are seen by KWW as a
that award a free trip to Murray
boost to their tourist-oriented
and the museum. KWW exbusinesses. They include the
ecutive secretary Nita Ewing
proposed future development of
volunteered to help the Scouts in
condominiums and townhouses
planning a gift package for - a
with the sale of The Moors
winning Scout and family.
Throughout the meeting.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Darwin kelse

School board Oks working budget

Elsewhere...
• By The Associated Irress

.1011.4% N Esti/ KG,South Africa — President P.W. Botha says
, Congres.s torced President Reagan to impose sanctions against
South A i rit .i that will hurt blacks, but financial analysts say most
: of the sail( t ions will have little practical impact.
II ,INIIING111% — Senate Democrats are vowing to try again to
., push through a trackage of economic sanctions against South
Afrii•a• but I :et ruhlican leaders say the effort is a political move
. to punish President Reagan rather_ than South .Africa's white
• mitionte giivernment.
.
11.-1S111 %,TO % — Senate sponsors of legislation to aid importbattered I S _industries say_ they'ye ready tci join _forces and
- .
move ahead ‘\ ith their bills this month despite new Reagan adnumstration nuttatives on trade.
W4SIII%(;11)% — The Pentagon is scheduled to begin final
testing of an anti-satellite. weapon on Friday. but two Democratic
congessmen plan to ask a federal court today to halt the
demonstration shot, sources say. .
I IMN .4%tiE1.ES — In the final drug-filled days of John
..• Behishi's life. Cathy Evelyn Smith, toting a hypodermic needle in
1 her purse. cruised Hollywood with the comedian, injecting him
and his friends with powerful flat-ea-tic's. two witnesses testified.
33AS111%till1% — The nation's population increase will continue to concentrate on the Sun Belt, with just five states accounting for more than half of all growth by the year 2000. a private
, economic reseal ch group says.
4
hA1f.4(111. Pakistan — Benazir Bhutto's father used to dream
a• of creating a tamily dynasty in whIch tus daughter Would one day
P govern Pakistan. just as Indira Gandhi dominated neighboring ••I
India. That (Ircani appeared to die when Zulfikar All Bhutto was
i (WertilroWn as prime minister and hanged, but his 32-year-old
it (laughter recently retinined from 20 months of self-imposed exile
r with clear political ambitions. Now she's under arrest.
WASHINGTON — Another blow was struck against the
Federal Communications Commission's so-called "must carry"
4 rules for cable television,by a Supreme Court justice who refUsed
to force cable television systems to continue carrying all local TV
signals
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FIV KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Murray School District
Finance Officer Sheila Shaw's
estimated $4,574,927 1985-86
working budget received
unanimous approval by the Murray School Board during a
regularly scheduled meeting
Monday night in the Murray
Middle School Library.

The working budget, which
Shaw compiled using estimated
revenues and expenditures, will
be used as a guideline for
estimating general revenues
and predicted expenses for the
upcoming school year.
"The revenue side is probably
as close as it' ever been." Shaw
told school board members.
'but there is Some fat in the

MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray lodger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
ore urged to coil 733-1916 between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Offica Hours — a.m.•3
p.m. Monday thru Friday,
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday

At approximately 7:30 p.m.
Monday. Sept. 9. a correctional
officer found during a routine
count inspection that two inmates were missing from their
assigned housing unit at the
Kentucky State Penitentiary.
A search of the institutional

compound confirmed that an
escap% had taken place.
An investigation aria, further
search led officials to ,the inMates' apparent escape route.
The location and details concerning the escape however are being withheld for security

Parker family
enjoys MCMA

CL:06- 6Dc3Y
Partly cloudy tonight with a
20 percent chance of evening
thunderstorms and a low in
the mid 60s. Winds will be
from the north at 5 to 10 mph.
Partly cloudy, cooler and
less humid Wednesday with a
high in the lower 80s and northerly winds 5 to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for fair and pleasant weather
Thursday through Saturday.

. Lake Levels
Ky. Lake
Barkley Lake

356 0
356,0

to last year.
Total above line i-7..i .it/ndit
were estimated at. $3s22.41:
the 1985-86 school. yt':+ r
total includes sata vies !,,!
district personnel capital
and maintenance of
penses. fixed charge su.
surance and retirenierl.
(Cont'd on page

Police searching for prison, escapees

today's index
One Section-16 Pages
Classifieds
14,15
Comics
.14
Crossword —
14
. Dear Abby •
14
Garrott's Galley
.3
Horoscope
Murray Today
4, 5. 6.
Obituaries
10
Perspective
.3
Sports
12. 13

expenditures.'
Shaw outlined the budget for
the school board, explaining that
this year's total estimated
receipts should total approximately $3,607,503, with an additional begining year balance of
$967,424, which brings the total
of receipts to $4,574,927. The
total represents a $237,760
decrease in revenue compared

Sam Parker and family

measures and investigative
purposes.
Prison personnel, Kentucky
State Police, Water Patrol and
local law enforcement officials
have continued searching surrounding areas and communities. The search is planned

to continue today and ill., —s!
lion is expected to
,
locked dow-n status :ad7i
search is completcd
The two escapes a
•,7
as Euel D. Fri
rr ,is
(Cont'd on pagt; 20

Aft'RRA VC"/ V/C MUSIC ASSOCIATION' —
as 'the universal language.' Music and related :it:- 7
many things to many different people For sonic:
.,
For others. it intrigues the mind or perhaps puts Ihi
"Our future depends on our young. It is up to 1LS
in every way possible. Murray .,,(1vic
dedicated to the notion that arts are for children ,I!: 7
pleas well as for older people. We learn a great dc,,
too as we strive to expand mutual benefits throu,s.:": •
children and through including ptograms children lk
ing -The regular season.
'Murray has many 'good little reasons' to suppc:.1 1!(
thought you'd like to know some of the families tt
ie., • ;)a - ,
MCMA .
Nat hi
Vice president.
Murray Civa Musi, \ —
Sam and Janie Parker and their family have enjoyed the Nicm
for the past se% en years.
"All the programs have featured high-qualit protessimial
musicians, colorful costumes, and performer% %%Mi. beautiful
stage presence.
"We anticipate the coming events, arranging our scheilub..
around the programs. They have top priority with our fanii1).
"Each NIC*1A program offers its own uniqueness and ex( it.
ment and is a celebration _tor our family." Sam sass,
Janie believes -Ouechildren's interest in the fine arts ha been
enhanced through these fine performances."
Their children are Viendy. IS, Melod, it, and Laurie .1o,
whose favorites include the piano duo of Delphin and tOmain. the
the ballet and'folk dancing, -The Sound of Musk." and the
M°scow•Pop% Orchestra.
•

Two Racers honored by OVC

See Page 12
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'Records to Remember to be MSU Homecoming theme

All the wheels are turning at•
Murray State University as the,
campus prepares to celebrate
the 53rd annual HomeComing
weekend on Friday and Saturday. Oct. 4-5.
"Records to Remember" will
be the theme as thousands of
alumni, former students and
friends are expected to turn out
for the. _traditional . ;fall - gettogether to participate in a rapid
.sucessionof events and to renew
friendships.
This year's theme recognizes
the contributions of parade
grand marshal! Jerry Don
Cruthchfield to the record industry. Crutchfield, a Paducah
native, is a member of the MSU
class of '59 and is the vicepresident of MCA t Music of
Nashville. The theme also pays
tribute to athletes who hold football records,
Another feature of the two-day
event is the special recognition
for the anniversary classes from
the five previous decades
'35.
'45, '55, '65. and '75.
Donna Herndon. director of
'alumni affairs at Murray State,
is urging "local people from
these decade classes to contact
their classmates and become
hosts for out-of-town visitors."
In addition to the parade and
football game, an assortment of
the tis-ttai Homecoming
festivities are planned parties. dances, reunions, Open
house, good food. receptions, art
exhibits, a baseball game, a
.1istance run and both golf, and
tennis competitions.
Although Homecoming Day is
officially Saturday. Oct. 5 '-kith much of the attraction
toeused on the 9:30 a.m. parade
th. 2 p.m. football game
with Ohio Valley Conference
:Morehead State University
Homecoming eve Friday of;
'..rs a variety of fun-filled actiles as well:
•
''Competition in both the 16th
.nnual
Homecoming-Golf Tour.
T.., ment at the MSU Foundat ton s Frances E. •Miller
memorial Golf Course and the
ioth annual Homecoming Tennis
'1'..urnament on the university
ourts is scheduled to begin on
Friday.
Tee times available for the
gtilf tournament, a four-member
-teafn -serum ble event. are from :
7_ :•;(f to 9.:30 a.m. and from 1130
•
m to 2 p.m Competition will
lude divisions for teams of
lir men. four women, and mixteams. of Iwo men and two
men

Golfers may reserve tee
times, from their foursomes
and/or reserve cartsby calling
the course at t502) 762-2238.
Private carts will be permitted
for the tournament.
A minimum contribution of
$20 per player to support the
Murray State golf team must be
received no later than Friday.
Sept. 20,_to-guarantee a-tee time
for the tournament. They may
be sent to Miller Memorial Golf
Course. Route 6, Box 347A, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Divisions in the tennis tournament include men's Class A
singles and doubles: Class B
singles and doubles: age 50 and
over singles. Participants may
not enter more than two events.
A minimum contribution of
$20 per player to support the
Murray State tennis team is required- to enter. Reservations
should be made at leagt• two
weeks prior to Homecoming by
calling the Office of Alumni Affairs 45021, 762-3737 or Bennie
Purcell 45021 762-6124.
Several banquets and reunions of alumni are
also
scheduled for Friday.
A biology alumni get-together
at 2 p.m. at the Hancock
Biological Station will include
various activities and •a
barbecue dinner. Reservations
are $5 per .'person or $10 per
family and may be made by calling I 502) 762-2786.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp
will be honored at the College of
Business and Public Affairs banquet, which is open to the public.
Hogancainp recently retired
from his position as vice president for administrative services. Harry Lee Waterfield of
Frankfort will be the featured
speaker at the banquet which
Will begin at 6 p.m. in the
ballroom Of the Curris Centet.
Reservations are $8.per person
and. May be- made by calling
502i 762-4181.
Home economics alumni and
spouses will have a reunion dinner at 6:30 p.m. in the Mississippi room of the Curris Center.
Reservations are $8.50'per person and may be made by calling
or sending them to: Dawn Sledd,
Home Economics. MSU, Murray. Ky . 42071. telephone 4502)
762-33s7. A social hour is
scheduled in the - bom-e of
- Virginia Slimmer. 800 Sycamore
St Murray. from 5 to 7 p.m..
The agriculture alumni banquet will be in the Curris Center
Hal[room-at 6!--30 p.m.-Reserva- •
tions at S8.50 per person may be

• .4

made by contacting /Richard
10:15 a.m. at Reagan. Field.
'Hotdogger-Cartoon Fest for
muniCation and Theatre imPrice. Route 1. Murray. Ky.,'
- The annual 'Homecoming
kids at $2 per child.
mediately following the football
42071. telephone t502) 489-2586.
Smorgasbord in the ballroom of- A Department of Special
game.
A banquet for nursing alumni
the Curris Center from 11 a.m.
Educatio
n open house in the
will begin at 8 p.m. at the Mur- A reception at Oakhurst.
Special Education Building
ray Holiday Inn. Reservations
to 12:30 p.m. Reservations are
the - president's residence; for
from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
may be made by. calling Dana
$8 per person and may be Made
alumni, supporters and friends
- An open house in newly
Bazzell at )502) 759-9379 after 5
in the Alumni Affairs Office in
of Murray State. with President
renovated Wilson Hall sponp.m.
Sparks Hall 4 502)/ 762-3737 no
Kala M.Stroup and her husband
sored by the departments of
At
p.m. _the Murray State
later than Sept. 27. An added at- •
Geosciences, Journalism. awl_ 'Joe as hosts, immediately _
- Theatre will -present -"Master
tract-ken- this - year-is a
P'itiio-'T'V andSneorh on..
follMving-,the game.
,
Harold ... and the Boys" in the
-Robert E. Johnson Theatre. Admission is $4 for adults. $3 for
students, or by season ticket.
Performances will be held on
Thursday. Friday and Saturday.
Interested persons may call
1502 762-4421 for reservations.
From 8:30 p.m. to midnight on
Friday, the College of Fine Arts
Recording artist and movie
Tenn Homecoming and Banana
evening. These ticket holders do
and Communication and the
star Jerry Reed of "Smokey and
Festival as the first benefactors.
not have to be present to win.
Department of Music will sponthe Bandit" fame will perform
Johnny Jones, founder of the
Super Deal tickets are $17.50
sor the "Golden Memories"
in a concert at the Great
event, said he can't believe the
and include all the evenings
dance in the atrium of the Curtis
American Celebration in Fulton
excitement that's been
events but these ticket holders
Center. Tickets are $10 per couat 9 p.m. on September 28 at the
generated about the evening. He
are not eligible to win the prizes.
ple, with proceeds to go to music
Fulton City Football Stadium.
added that the celebration is
Super Deal ticket holders will be
scholarships.
designed to boost revenue of
admitted at 6:30'p.m.
Two art exhibits will be up on
The Great American Celebravarious local causes but it will
Friday and Saturday. Both are
tion, which will climax this
General admission tickets are
be a lot of fun for the general
open to the public at no admisyear's International Banana
$12.50 and include the Jerry
public, which was also a
sion charge.
Festival, will feature a barbeRead Show and dance afterprimary goal.
The Anntial MSU Alumni Art
que dinner, dance to the Midwards. General admission ticket
Three
types
of
tickets
are
Exhibition will be upin the Curnight Express, the Jerry Reed
available to the gala evening.
holders will be admitted at 8:30
ris Center Gallery on the ground
Concert and a fireworks display.
Celebration tickets are $60 each
p.m.
floor of the Curris Center from
The celebration, sponsored by
or 3 for $150. In addition to all of • For more information contact
8:30 a.m. to s p.m. on Fritlay and
the chamber of commerce, wasthe Fulton -South Fulton
the evening's events, these
from noon to 8 p.m. on Saturday
conceived as a fundraiser to
Chamber of Commerce. 302
tickets place the bolder in the
and Sunday. '
generate money for local tgenMain Street, Fulton, Kentucky
running for prizes of gold and
Selections from the Nancy
cies with Fulton Ambulance Sersilver or a 1985 Oldsmobile
or call (502) 472-2961:Hanks Bequest to Duke Univervice, Twin Cities Youth, Inc.;
Tickets are on sale at the MurCutlass Supreme valued at
sity will be on .display in the
Fulton Public Library. Ken.
$14.344 to be given away that
ray State Student Center.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery on the
, fourth floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center from 7:30 ai.m.
to 9 p.m. on Friday and 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on Saturday.
Pregame ceremonies at the
football game on Saturday will
focus on the'crowning of the 1985
Homecoming Queen at 1:45 p.m.
Other Saturday events will
"Food, especially staple
at 209 Maple. St., Monday
for the volunteers.
include:
items, is needed for the pantry
through Friday, or call the of-'
Mrs. Graves said "she is in
.
The usual lineup, of at the" offiee
of the Murtayflee. '753-6333, for more
need of some volunteers who
breakfasts, coffees, brunches. Calloway
County Need Line
information.
could be on call when one of the
lunches, dinners, parties and Church and -C
oop'erative
Mrs. Ward said the case load
volunteers was unable to perreunions of fraternities, Ministry, Inc.," accordin
g to the
continues to increase and with
form the duties.
sororities and other campus report given
by Euple Ward;extile winter months coming on.
organizations.
Any persons interested in
ecutive director, at a board
the need more than likely will in- Welcome home coffee from
volunteering their time may call
meeting on Monday at Pagliai's.
crease for food baskets.
8 to 9:30 a.m. in the Curris
Mrs. Graves at 759-4901 or the ,
These food items are used to
Carolyn J. Outland works in
"Center. Each of the six colleges prepare
Need Line office.
food boxes for those in
the office along with Mrs. Ward.
on the campus will have its own need of them as given
Officers of Need Line are Sid
out accorVolunteers continue to give
area.
ding to guidelines set by the
Easley. president, Pat Hartheir time fo helping with the
- The third annual "Run for board. Persons may
court. secretary-treasurer. and
bring items
numerous tasks at the office.
the Racers" 5K course along the to the Need
Groover Parker treasurer.
Line office, located
Alida Graves is the _coordinator
parade -route, beginning at 9:20
,a.m. The deadline- for entering
the event is Oct. 4. Participants
may enter by calling the Campus Recreation Office at (502)
762-6791.
LEXINGTON, Ky. •(AP) chancellor of the Lexington
Allard' of Lewisport, Anjali
- A baseball alumni game at
Seven Kentucky high school
campus.
Bhapkar of Lexington, Gregory
graduates have been chosen as
Donald Sands, vice chancellor
Gibson of Bowling Green,
the first recipients of the Otis A.
Michael H. Huang of Lexington. for academic affairs, said the
Singletary Scholarships, the
Leslie Rafferty of Owensboro, scholarships are awarded on the
University of Kentucky anbasis of outstanding academic
Mark A. Tichenor of Benton and
nounced Sunday.
ability. as 'demonstrated by a
Thomas Wade of Elizabethtown.
The scholarships, named after
"Our academic excellence
student's national test scores,
the university's president.. are
committee felt it appropriate
high school courses taken and
worth $16,400 each. They are the
that the university's highest
grades achieved, writing ability.
largest merit awards in the
scholastic award be named in
extracurricular activities and a
school's history, and cover the
honor of President Singletary, a
personal interview.
students college-related exman who has devoted his career
Singletary has been the
penses for four years.
to the betterment of young peoUniversity of Kentucky presiThe winners are George A.
ple ,'' said Art Gallaher. dent since 1969.

Fulton s Banana Festival will
feature performance by Reed
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Ward: food needed to stock
shelves at Need Line office
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Tichenor receives scholarship
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ONLY RENAULT
OFFERS

School hoard:..

48 month
Financing

PLUSALL THIS...
Huge saying5. At 7
you can sace over $1,400 dollars
on an Alliance DL convertible. Save over SLOW on an
Alliance DL sedan-or over S1,100 on an Encore GS
hatchback!" 75' financing-that's a lower rate than

Escapees.

SAVE OVER

(Cont'd from pege 1)

00

Ford and General Motors.

America's best small car
ti •. Nobody beats
r
3.30 L'LLS,our 3 year or 33, mile limited warmnties
on Fx)wertrain and outer-txxly-rust-through. The[U'S
means cve not only include maior repairs due to factory
defects. but even cover labor and parts on required maintenance.
.All you pay for is oil. Certain restrictions apply.
See dealer for details.
Empean technology Renault Alliance and Encoreattortiable European design and technology,
built in America Each an outstanding small car
‘
t
n
c-alue. With front wheel drive, combo le
seating for 5, unique pedestal seats
4411,11
for added rear seat legroom, child pnxif
rear dooritx:ks and electronic fuel injection.,

2
.
3.

r-------1

Iterhat,'t

From asarnear Malan ri

7.5% financing. America's lowest factory financing
without dealer participation.
Hurry!Offer ends Oct. 2.

Lexington; and Randall Logan
Young, 25, from Danville.
Franklin is serving 22 years
for burglary in the second
degree and criminal possession
of forged instruments, persistent felony offender one and
escape in second degree with
convictions from Fayette and
Oldham Counties. Franklin is

I))
Saha, MOD woe %Ms

.% RENAULT
/I Jeep

CAIN'S AMC JEEP INC.
Hwy. 641 North

(Cont'd from page 1)
pupil transportation expenses.
health and attendance service
expenses, and instruCtional and
administrative salaries for the
, school district. In the 1984-85
school year, the total above line
expenditures totaled $2,719,203.
Shaw and Superintendent
Robert G1M Jeffrey were quick
to point out that the school
district is currently enjoying

753-6448

described a.S.5 feet 10 inches tall.
weighing 172 pounds, medium
built, blue eyes, brown hair and
scraggly beard. Franklin has
scars on his left wrist and was
last seen wearing white pants
and white t-shirt while in the institutional compouad.
.Young is serving 42 years and
eight months for several counts
of burglary in first degree and
theft with convictions from
Boyle. Mercer and Oldham
Counties. Young is described as
5-feet 4inches tall. weighing 125
pounds, stocky tuilr, fair complexion, brown eyes and brown
hair. Young has two scars on his
side, a scar on his right leg and
numerous tattoos. Young wps
last seen in the prison yard
wearing blue jeans and a tan
Dull over shirt

certain . benefits, such as the
location of the Briggs and Strat-ton plant which will mean increased revenue through taxes,
-but that two years in the future
the school board might have to
consider cut backs to compensate for decreasing revenues.
"This is the grand finale of
what we've been working on
since February," said Shaw.
"Enrollment is up this year, but
the final outcome of the revenue
will come from last year's
enrollment figures...and I can't
see next year's revenue increasing a whole lot."
Shaw did inform board
members that this year's tax
bills have already been mailed
and that the school district
should be receiving cash flow
from city taxes by as early as
October.
During the school board's approximate two hour meeting last
night, authority was granted te
Jeffrey to sell a surplus lot,
located on the northeast corner
of. Robertson School on Poplar
Extended, for $5,000.

K IV/47•••
(('ont'd from page 1)
Resort-Marina on Kentucky
Lake to Blue Grass Cablevision
and the proposed development
of a new hotel in Trigg County.
Upcoming events important to
the tourism group are
Septemberfest square dancing
on Sept. 17-25, Direction '85 conference for business professionals on Oct. 19 at the Ken Bar
Inn Resort and the Blue-Gray
. Civil War- re-enactment on Sept.
21:22 at The Land Between the
Lake'
Ms. Ewing got the nod from
other mempers when she said -it
"really looks like things are
happening."
KWW board members from
Calloway County-are Stan Key,
Tom Brown and Darwin Kelsey.

-

A letter of resignation
from Debra Doss, a food service
bashier, was accepted and the
board approved the hiring of
Janet Fitch as her replacement.
In one other personnel item, the
school board unanimously approved the contracts of _four
substitute teachers.

Allen ear found
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Little by little, the stolen articles from the Howard Neal
Allen residence are turning up in
Texas. Monday. Texas.
authorities recovered his 1977
Chevrolet Malibu in Houston,
undamaged, according to
Calloway County Sheriff David
Balentine.
No arrests were made, according to Balentine, who stated, "I
feel like Michael Wofford is still
in the Houston area, and that's
where we'll find him."
Wofford and a teenage girl are
being sought for questioning in
the August death of Allen, who
was found dead in his lakeside
residence in Pine Bluff Shores.
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Trailer damaged
I)s afternoon fire
The Calloway County FireRescue Squad responded to a
trailer fire at the residence of
Judy Tate, Shady Oaks Trailer
Court Monday.
Thefire, which was a reported
at approximately 12:45 p.m.,
damaged a portion of the rear of
the trailer, according to a
spokesman for,the 5qt/ed.
There were no injuries as a
result of the blaze. Five Men and
one truck answered the call.
The fire may have been caused by trash burning near the
mobile home, the spokesman
said, but he could not confirm
that as the cause at this time
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PERSPECTIVE
Renewal and reclamation

•

The start ot yet another teacher program, for examschool year is a time for a new ple, encourages outstanding
beginning and a renewed hope instructors to remain in the
for this nation's public classroom, and Tennessee
schools.
•
rewards its superior teachers
-During the last two years; - -with salary bonuses.
American education has expeNevertheless, money alone
rienced a tidal wave of re- will not strengthen the teathform. School days and school ing ranks. Schools of educayears have been lengthened. tion must raise their standNearly all of the states have ards. Yet the teacher certifiraised their high-school gradu- cation process must be
ation requirements. There is flexible enough to allow talgreater emphasis upon course ented individuals to complete
content and instructional the requirements within a reacompetence. The nation's sonable time.
largest teachers' unions have
Equally .important are imeven endorsed a standardized proved working conditions. A
test for beginning instructors. shortage of classrooms and
These positive trends are a supplies, combined with
welcome contrast to the 1983 squalor, disrespect, and clerireport by the National Com- cal and housekeeping burdens
mission on Excellence in Edu- drive thousands of good te-achcation that concluded the pub- ers -out of the profession each
,lic schools were engulfed by a year. Thousands more who re"rising tide of mediocrity." main behind become progresMuch remains to be done, sively disillusioned by condihowever, in order to repair tions that prevent them from
the damage to American edu- doing their jobs.
cation during the last two decFinally, teachers should be
ades and sustain the current given greater responsibility in
renaissance in learning.
determining staff developThe obvious place to begin ment and other factors that
is to ensure that there are suf- relate to their professional adficient numbers of quality vancement. All too often, such
teachers in the years to come. decisions are made by bureauNationwide, 1.3 million new crats who have no conception
teachers will be needed by of What it's like in the class1990, and more money must be room.
spent to fill these vacancies.
The teaching profession
Fortunately progress is being used to attract thousands of
made on this critical front. talented persons who were
After a -decade of losing less interested •in making
ground economically, Ameri- 'money than in making a dif4
can teacners are finally begin- ference in American society.
ning to regain some of the But changing times have
purchasing power that they taken their toll. Consequently,
lost- during the last decade. teacher-training schools tend
The average teacher's salary to attract candidates who
is now ;23,546. During each of score poorly on standardized
the last two years,, teachers' tests. The result is that Ameripay has increased more than 7 ca's public schools are _ left
percent, twice the rate of in- with a steadily dwindling pool
flation. Several states have of dedicated professionals.
enhanced starting salary
Ernest Boyer, president of
scales in an effort to attract the Carnegie Foundation for
more qualified candidates to the Advancement of Teaching,
the classroom.
insists that the quality of
Although it is important to American schools "can rise no
raise entry-level salaries, higher than the quality of
competitive salary structures teaching." Once teaching
are essential if public schools again becohies the priority in
are to retain exceptional the nation's schools, teachers
classroom instructors. Career will realize anew that they are
ladders and merit-pay in- members of a respected procreases are effective incen- fession. And American educatives for those teachers who tion can then begin to reclaim
excel. California's mentor- its reputation for excellence.

letters to the editor
Need change in cheerleader selection

•

•

To The Editor:
I would like to see a change in
the procedure for selecting
cheerleaders at the Murray Middle School.
The selection process now has
a group of four to five girls doing
two 20-second cheers, judged by
four- student council members,
two Murray High cheerleaders,
two teachers, and two Murray
State cheerleaders.
_
Cheerleading judgel that I
have spoken with say there is no
way that you can watch four or
five girls .at a time and judge
them on individual skills. The
best way would be to have them
perform one individual cheer
and one group cheer.
I also feel.i.that the judges
should be from outside the Murray City School System:
perhaps five Murray State
cheerleaders, or sponsors and
cheerleaders from surrounding
counties. This would alleviate
any claims that children or
parents have of bias.
The criteria for selection is
very basic. The cheerleading
sponsors could revise the

criteria to meet the needs of today's competitive cheerleaders
They work with the girls and
know these needs best.
Being a cheerleader may
sound like a very trivial thing to
some people, but to a child, it
means a lot. Losing would be a
lot easier to accept, and winning
would be something to be prouder of, knowing that they were
seen and judged by qualified and
unbiased judges.
If children or parents feel
there is a need for a. change in
this area, please contact your
school board members.
Sheila Johnson
1608 Catalina Court

Lee thanks FarleN
To The Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr. O.B. Farley
for his assistance and
knowledge in helping the police
department remove a hornet's
nest from our city.
Jerry Lee
Chief of Police
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Everything from a tomato-picking poodle
t

S hool

'`kj
,i

s ora ion
•

I've heard of hunting dogs, example of nature at work the
sheep-herding dogs, police dogs. • other day.
junkyard dogs, singing dogs —
L.D. Miller and I were seated
all kinds of dogs — but until the
at that little wrought iron table
other day. I had never heard of a
on the Plaza Motel-lawn and out
tomato-picking dog.
there among those majestic oak
Sue Brown has one. He's a - trees. We noticed a mother
three-year-old poodle, whose squirrel busily moving her
formal name is Samuel young from a leafy nest above
us
Beauregard. Sue calls hiin
to a new home somewhere.
"Sam"
Three timesshed the t
Sue, who teaches English at each time with a tiny bundle of
Murray State University, and
fur in her mouth and a tiny tail
Dr. Betty Hinton, who operates draped across the back of her
Framers Gallery in the Dix- neck. She would run along for 50
ieland Shopping Center, live out feet or so, stop, put the little one
on Coles Campground Road. down, nervously look around,
several miles from town.
then pick the little one up again
They always raise a garden, and go for another 50 feet or so
producing all kinds of before repeating the procedure.
vegetables, such as tomatoes,
She was taking them around
peppers, squash, okra: pole the 12th Street end of the north
beans and the like. They had one wing of the motel, apparently to
this year.
a new home among the big oaks
Earlier in the season, Sam in the yard of Miss Mayrne
happened to go out to the garden
Whitnell's place on the corner of
with Sue one evening. He stood 12th and Sycamore.
by while she picked some of the
Although we watched her
ripened tomatoes.
closely, we tried to act as if we
Since then, he has been pick- weren't even noticing.
ing them and bringing them to
I think she knew we wouldn't
the house. He very gingerly bother her, as her transfer route
takes them in his teeth, without took her within a few feet of us
souch as much as breaking the each trip. She was interesting to
skin, and brings them to the watch, and I enjoyed the
decked patio on the back of their expereicece.
house.
• • •
There he deposits them in a
MY SLIP IS SHOWING! The
line, nice and straight. He other day when I wrote about
doesn't gather any of the other Murray State ROTC Major Dan
vegetables — just picks the Farris, I had an error In my
tomatoes.
story. Dan, as a boy in In- "Sam's about 14 inches tall. dependence, Mo.,once delivered
but he struts around the place The Kansas- City Star to the
like he was 14 feet tall!" said home of former President Harry
Betty. laughingly sharing the S. Truman. My information was
story with me.
that the home was on the corner
• • •
of Truman Road and Pleasant
I watched a heart-warming Street.

My good friend. Joe Pat
Farley, has corrected ff1T He
should know. He once drove a
taxicab in Independence. He
knows the town like the back of
his hand. Joe tells me the
Truman home is on the corner of
Delaware and Maple Streets.
• • •
In the wake of last Tuesday's
column on the restoration of the.
old, one-room Waters School,
Modest ( Mrs. Buron ) Jeffrey
called the committee to donate
all the paint needed for both the
Inside and outside.
Her late husband, affectionately remembered as Boots,
started teaching in a one-room
school in East Virgina, she said.
He later taught at the Vancleve
School here in Calloway County,
also a one-room school at the
time. Later, he became
superintendent of the Calloway
County schools.
"I'm sure Boots would have
wanted to have had a part in
this," she said, "and I, personalam delighted to see that the
project has been revitalized and
shaping up."
Mrs. Jeffrey is a member of
the Calloway County chapter of
the Kentucky Retired Teachers
Association. It was the local
chapter which had the little
school moved from New Con-'
cord to the city park to be
restored as' an educational
memento of its time.
• • •
Still on the Waters School —
Mrs. Mark Thompson was kind
enough to call after the column
appeared. It stirred a lot of
memories for her.
She was Vesta Henry before
her marriage, one of two

THE PEAL LINK BETWEEN EDUCATION AND RELIGION

_ •

•

-

••

daughters of Emmett and Lydia
Oliver Henry. who lived out in
the New Concord area. Her
sister. Pauline I Mrs. Lee I
Canino, now lives in Murray
after living for some time in
Hyattsville, Md.
Mrs. Thompson worked with
the Chrysler Corporation in
Detroit for 23 years before she
and her husband retired and
returned to Calloway County.
Now 71. he used to transport
cars out of Detroit to dealer
showrooms all over the country.
They now live about a mile east
of town on U.S. 94.
Although Mrs. Thompson
didn't attend school at Waters
School, she had many happy
times there. She went to the New
Concord School along ,v.-ith
James and Paul Blalock, Ruby
Lee Farley. Virgina Coleman.
Ted Coleman, Felix Dunn /nd a
long list of others. •
"Every now and then they'd
have a Pie supper at Waters
School." she recalled, "and a
gang of us New Concord kids
would get together and walk
over there for it. It was every bit
of three miles one way.
"They would auction off the
pies to raise a little money for
something the school needed or
wanted to, do." she went on.
"The 'parents would make the
pies, and there would be all
kinds of good ones to buy and
eat. Those were some great
times It doen't seem possible
that they were so long ago."
• • •
ADD TO YOUR LIST OF
LOQ-KAL•IKES: Our First
District Congressman Carroll
Hubbard and professional golfer
Andy Bean.
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looking back

Ten years ago
Officers of, the MurrayCalloway County Need Line in'
_
.
clude the Rev. Robert
Brockhoff. Mrs. Terry Canupp. .
Harold Beaman and Julie
'
Lovins. Euple Ward is executive
.
director.
•
• ‘:k'
Ot
iti
Michael G. Miller of Rt. 5,
Murray. received his Ph.D. in
English Literature from UnivereX\
sity of Kentucky. Lexington, in
— /4T
summer commencement exerMiller, an instructor in
Department of English at Murray State University. resides
with his wife. Phyllis. and two
sons in the Pottertown
community.
Bill Furgerson; head football
coach at Murray State University..reviewed prospects for cocorning season at a meeting of Murray Lions Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Twenty years ago.
Woodrow Rickman, Jimmy
Rickman and Roy Norsworthy
have purchased the old Murray
Ina ROOS
Byfitil1II I
1
IAS%
Hosiery Mill building on South
Fourth Street. The mill was
operated by Harry Fenton.
Leonard Vaughn and Grover
The unmined mineralslow tax
FRANKFORT — The
Wood James before going out-oftionality of the low rate, then
rate came about when Julian
Franklin Circuit Court decision
business.
would the others also fall under
that .01/(one tenth) of one perCarroll was governor. In a trade the same ruling? He got around
Glen McCuiston, Mike White.
cent tax on unmined coal is unoff with the legislature. the to mentioning uniformity in tax- , Kathleen 'Madrey. Jerry Pat
constitutfOanl has state governseverance tax was increased
Stark. Billy Hendon. Johnny
ation. Before the turn of the cenand the low unmined coal tax
ment talking out of both sides of
Kelso, Robert -Blalock and Mike
Wiry this entanglement was
was set.
its mouth. Lovins will show Dairy and Beef
created when mineral ownerKentucky's Constitution plain- ship was severed from the surIn a meeting last week the inCattle at Kentucky State Fair,
ly says tax rates must be set face rights to legalized sales.
terim committee on AppropriaLouisville.
uniformly on property
tions and Revenue in searching
2nd Lt,"- Stephen C Foust, son
Mineral owners argue there is
,
for more revenue is seeking
classifications. In practice
of Mrs; Donnie W. Foust. comno way of establishing the value
•
ways to tighten assessments on
though, the 'legislature has set
pleted a finance officer orientaof unmined minerals, yet they
farm, land, jewelry, intangible
varying rates.
tion- course on Sept. 4 at Army
are bought and sold much as
For example,farm machinery
property, bank deposits, and
Finance School, Fort Benjamin
other real property and the
which is a tangible property
Harrison. Ind.
asetohr
that are escaping
seller and the buyer evidently
item, has the one tenth of one
the tax burden through exMrs. LaNelle . Blaylock of
reach an- agreement on the
percent rate as dd bank
cessively low assessment rates
Washington. D.C., is the guest of
value. It just doesn't have any
deposits. etc. Bank stocks have
or oversights. her mother. Mrs. Mable Stress
when tax time comes around.
Representatives of the
a low rate and few people even
Schultz. Olive Street, Murray.
Revenue Cabinet pointed out
bother to declare many of these
Thirty years ago
that special rates have been set
items in their assessments.
A feature story on a modern
'NA
.
T
14
1_41041411,l Sy••
•••C•14
For example, assessment
by past legislatures on many
farm irrigation system on farm
records in courthouses across
items that amount to no tax.
Kentucky will show very few if
This was the situation on unStanley, in Locust Grove Cornany diamond rings or other
mined Coal. The rate is so low
munity is publiShed. The story
valuable jewelry declared for
that it is unprofitable to try to
was written by Jackie Herndon
collect it.
tax purpose. Bank usually pay
and the photograph was by NoFrom the other side of the
the small tax for its depositions.
ble Wrather. both staff
mouth the Reuenusi-Cabinet will
In one breath the Revenue
members of The Ledger &
Department seems to be saying
intervene in,the coal case on the
Times.
it would like uniformity in the
side of mine interests in main,
Recent births reported at
taming that tne legislature has
tax rates while in the next
Murray Hospital include a boy
breath it is saying ( the position
to Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
the right to set varying tax rates
being taken in the unmined coal
on property classifications. a
Spiceland and a girl to Mr and
spokesman for the Cabinet told
case I that the legislature has the
Mrs. Bruce Gray.
_
, right to set any rate it pleases/on
this column last week.
Dr. WC. Chiles talked about
.. •
_Coal interestahaue argued for.----- all- properly and -within varying
Switzerland. one Of the cOuntries
years that coal has no value un•
classes.
he visited last summer, at a
•
—
.
til it is mined. Another' strong
Meeting of Murray Rotary Club' Yet, a spokesman told this col..._ „,„
,..
part of their argument is that
• 'held at Murray Woman:a Clvh.
umn one of the purposes of the _
lakittImi374%,4,‘.; :#:•
.....,
there is no accurate way of
House.
appeal will be to find out if these,
,
assessing the value of uhrtained
exceptionally low rates would be
Several Calloway County 4-H
,.
coal or -discovering how much
affected by the decision in the
members are showing cattle and
value there is beneath the
unmined coal case. If the coal
have clothes' entries at Ken;
surface
'case establishes the unconstitutucky State Fair, Louisville.
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by s.c. van curon
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Smotherman family holds reunion
The descendents of
the late John and Louisa
Paschall Smotherman
met Saturday. Aug. 31.
for a potluck supper at
the Ellis Community
Center
-_
Mrs. Pearl Smotherman Humphreys, the
only surviving child.
was present with her
family. Mrs. Chester
Firi(h. Mr. and Mrs.
David Bowers. Becky
and Smatha. Elsburg.

Mo.. Mr and Mrs Jerry ly of the late Mr. and
Hall and Julie, Mariet- Mrs. Clarence Everett
ta. Ga... Mr. and Mrs. present were Mr. and
B.J. Clark. Knoxville, Mrs. Willie Everett, Mr.
Tenn.. Mr. , and Mrs. and Mrs, Floyd Hart.
Dorris Humphreys. Mr. and Mrs. Dwight
_Terre du Lac, Mo_Torn. -Brun and Cindy Hart.
'my • Young and Tina,
Philadelphia. Pa.., Mr.
the family of the late
and Mrs. Trurnan Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Young. Mr. and Mrs. Smotherman present
Joe Young. Mr. and were Mrs. Anna Lou
Mrs. Doyle Humphreys Jones, Dennis L. Jones
and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry and Johna. Mr. and
Morris.
Mrs. Max Smotherman,
Members of the fami- Mr. and Mrs. Bob

MUrray-Ledger & Times

cditor

DATEBOOK
Reception on Sunday

Futrell and Richard
Srnotherman.
A reception tomeet and greet the pastors of St.
Family of the late Mr. Leos Catholic Church, the
Rev. Stanley C.
and Mrs. 011ie Smother- Tillman
and the Rev. Jack.Coakley, will be Sunman present were Mr. day, Sept. 15, in
the Parish Center of the church.
and Mrs. Eldridge The reception
will be at about 12:15 p.m. followSmotherman, Troy, ing the '11 a.m.
mass. All clergy, university
Mich:, Mr. and Mrs. students and • friends
of St. Leo's are most
Wrenn Smotherman, welcome to attend, a
church spokesman said.
Coldwater, "Mich., Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny
Smotherman, Steve
Smotherman, Mr. and
Local persons have recently been dismissed
Mrs. Canard Smother- from area hospitals. They include: Amanda
man and Joey. Barriett of Murray and Effie Clark of Kirksey
from Community Hospital, Mayfield; Charles
Paducah.
Henson of Dexter and Julia Bell of Murray from
Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah: Dorothy
Manning and Max Churchill of Murray from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
fective as expensive
cosmetics. •
The devotional
The Thursday Group of Ladies Tennis of Murreading. "God, Make
ray Country Club will play Thursday, Sept. 12, at
Me Aware." was given 9:30
a.m. at the club courts. Gail Childress will
by Fay Jacks.
be a substitute. Pairings are as follows: Court
Eight members were
-One
strettaYaimer,Peggy Billington, Rainey
present.
Apperson and Nancy Whitmer; Court Two Brenda Marquardt, -Joni Billington, Sharron
Brown and Emmy Edwards; Court Three Shirley Homra, Andrea Hogancamp, Sharon
Number," Phil Collins
Wells and Georgianna Moffitt.
7. "Summer of '69."
Bryan Adams
8. "Pop Life," Prince
The Paris District United Methodist Women
and the Revolution
9. "Cherish," Kool will observe Annual Day on Sunday, Sept. 15, at
and the Gang
2:30 p.m. at Mt. Vernon United Methodist
10. "Invincible," Pat Church near Sharon, Tenn.,Mrs. Jackie Darr of
Benatar
Corinth. Miss., will be speaker. By vocation she
is a teacher, but she spends much of her time in
United Methodist Women related activities, including Jurisdiction and World Federation of
Methodist Levels. One of her favorite activities
is writing and last year she completed the book,
-A Light in th Wind," a history of women in the
Southeastern Jurisdiction. The new officers of
Paris District UMW will be installed. All women
of the district are urged to attend, a spokesman
said.

Patients dismissed

.Tune Carlson elected as Pacers' president,
June Carlson was -presented a lesson on
elected as president of "Discipline With Love.
Pacers Homemakers and Patience." She
Club at its last meeting reminded the group th-at
held at The Boston Tea discipline is more than
I'arty.
punishment and inOther officers are volves guidance for acLouise Miller, vice ceptable behavior.
president, • and Wilma
Beatty. secretaryreasure r.
Claudia Mo.ore
Best-selling records of
the week of Sept. 8 based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide
survey have been
released as follows:
1. "St. Elmo's Fire,"
John Parr
2. "Power of Love,"

"Skin Care 'For All
Ages" was the lesson
given by Sue Fairless.
She reported that the
price of a product is not
a guide to performance
an& often home
preparations are as ef-

Tennis play Thursday

'St. Elmo's Fire' listed as week's top record
Huey Lewis
3."Freeway of Love,"
Aretha Franklin
4. "We Don't Need
Another Hero," Tina
Turner
5. "Money For
Nothing," Dire Straits
6. "Don't Lose My

Annual Day on Sunday

60%-70% OFF LOOSE DIAMONDS
Whitney Lee Ragsdale
1 year old daughter of
Don & Mayda Ragsdale

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club
Wednesday is
Tot s Day
Special Packages
Special Prices
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PWP plans chili supper
The Paducah Chapter of Parents Without Partners will meet Friday. Sept. 13, at 7 p.m. for a
chili supper at Jaycee Building (not the Civic
Center) off Lone Oak Road, across from Hannan
Plaza, Paducah. The cost Will- be $2 and
members are asked to bring desserts. Dancing
and socializing will follow. All single parents are
Invited. To be eligible for membership,one must
be a parent of a living child and single by reason
of death, divorce or never married. For more information call 489-2543 or 1-674-5886 or write
PWP No. 147, Paducah. Ky. 42002-0411.

1 /ow ntown Marra),
%lime English Sole

Erickson will be featured
Scott Erickson, a woodwind specialist who is
new member of the Murray State University
music faculty, will be a featured performer
tonight (Tuesday) in the first of two fall faculty
showcase recitals at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall of Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. The program is sponsored by the Department of Music
to introduce Murray State faculty performers to
the campus community. Erickson who came to
the campus from the University of Michigan,
will perform on the oboe, assisted by Charles
Snead, French hornist, and Dr. Stephen Brown.
pianist, who will both also perform as soloists.
Other returning faculty members on the program will be Dr. Carl Rogers and Kay Gardner
Bates, vocalists. Ddnald Story, clarinetist, and
Marie Taylor, pianist. Murray State students
with identification cards an
Murray Civic
Music donor patrons will beNadmitted at no
charge. Admission for others will be $3 with proceeds to go to the music scholarship fund.

Special pageant planned
The 16th Annual "Mr. and Miss Lakeland
Pageant" will be Saturday, Sept. 21. at Caldwell
County Middle School, Princeton. The three
categories will be beauty, talent and photogenic
and persons may enter one or all events. The
competition will have six age groups for girls, 0
to 21, and three divisions of boys, 0 to 10. Large
trophies will be awarded in all events and tiaras
for the beauty, talent and beginner -Princess"
divisions, the overall winner will receive a Savings Bond. Registration will start at 1:30 p.m.
with pageant competition at 2 p.m. For more information contact Debbrah Hooks, Rt. 2, Eddyville, Ky. 42038 or phone 1-545-3263.

ONLY ON

Heath D. Garner born.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Garner of Long Mont,
Colo., are the parents of a son. Heath Davidson
.
,
weighing eight pounds eight ounces, measuring
211,12 inches, born on Tuesday, Aug. 27, at 7:05
p.m. at Long Mont United Hospital. The mother
is the former Mitzi Newsome. Grandparents are
Mrs. Glenda McCuiston. Harold Garner and Mr.
and Mrs. Delbert Newsome, all of Calloway
County. - Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Bazzell. A foster great-grandmother is
Mrs. Mildred Stalls.

Margrvt F. Tucker born
Mr. and Mrs. Thom.as E. Tucker of Falls
Church, Va.. are the parents of a daughter,
Maxgryt Frances (Maggie). weighing eight
pounds lit ounces, measuring 21 inches, born on
Tuesday. Aug. 13, at Arlington Hospital. Arlington, Va. The mother is the former Alyce L.
Parker. The father is with General Motors.
Green Belt, Md. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd K. Parker of New Concord and Mr. and
Mrs. Nathan B. Tacker Jr. of Nashville, Tenn.

Dancing course offered
"Ballroom and Western Dancing," a noncredit course, will be offered for five Monday
evenings, Sept. 23 to Oct..21, by the Center for
Continuing Education at Murray State University. Scheduled from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in Rooms
226-228 of Stewart Stadium, the beginning course
is designed for individuals who want to learn or
brush up on the traditional ballroom and
Western dances. Specific dances to be taught in,
dude slow dancing. fast dancing. Latin dancing.
Texas two-step and clogging. Charles and Elsie
Thurman of the Thurman School of Dance in
Murray will be instructors for the course with
both singles and couples invited. Anyone interested in registering should mail the registration fee of $30 per person (kith check made
payable to Murray State University,I along with
name, address, telephone number and social
security number to the Center for Continuing
Education. Murray State University. Murray.
Ky. 42071, or call 762-2716. •

Philatelists attending
Collectors' Stamp Show
OAKLAND. Calif.
(AP) - Stamp collecting can be a sticky
business, but the $5
million worth of tiny
paper squares at the
40th annual East Bay
Collectors' Club stamp
show drew thousands of
faithful philatelists.
"Collecting stamps
makes you learn about
prominent people,
places and events."
Wally Ebright. 61. -a
private investigator
from San Jose, said at
the weekend gathering.
"Basically, you're collecting history."
And in this case,

CABLE

Stephen King's
Science Fiction Classic

JACK NICHOLSON
KATHLEEN TURNER

THE
Poplin poly -filled
32- stadium with
convertible wing
collar, with
drawstring, snap
closing with
pocket detail.
Color White-U.
Blue
$6500

history can cost
anywhere from today's
22-cent postage stamp to
an authentic relic for
$5.000, said show chairman Michael Reid.
Among the higher
priced, pieces at the exhibit was an 1898 stamp
"Cattle in a Storm."
that was being sold for
an asking price of $2,500
by vetern stamp enthusiast Alan Lipkin.
"I've been a full-time
stamp dealer since I
was 6," said Lipkin, now
42.
"I have more than a
million stamps. And I
could double that by
tomorrow," he said.
"But numbers are irrelevant. What's important is demand: having
the stamps that people
want at a price they're
willing to pay."

-PRIZZI'SHONOR Et

DEADZONE
You Can Watch This Thriller
In Your Own Home For Only $4.00

CINE 1 & 2
D.A.RYL.
HE CAN
OUTSMART A
COMPUTER
crintral corner 753.3314

Just Call Murray Cablevision
And Say Sign Me Up!
SHOWTIMES WILL
Wed., Sept. 11 at 7:0 p.m.
Thurs., Sept. 12 at 8:00 p.m.
Fri., Sept. 13 at 9:00 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 14 at 9:00 p.m.
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Lamb and Scott vows solemnized
Ms. Deborah G. Lamb
and Donald R. Scott
were married on Friday, Aug. 2, at 7 p.m. at
Bethel Chapel
Pentecostal Church,
Murray.
"
The brtde is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James C. Lamb of
Murray.
The groom is the son
of Ms. Peggy Jones of
Murray.
The Rev. Elijah
Balentine. cousin of the
bride, performed the
double ring ceremony.
Music was presented
by Mrs. Margaret
Wilkins.
The bride was
escorted to the attar by
,her father and given in
marriage by her
parents. She wore a wedding
gown of white satin
overlaid with lace. The
Victorian dress was
designed with cap
sleeves and cap bodice.
Her veil was of matching lace attached to a
self--covered lace
bandeau.
Her bridal bouquet
was of white and blue
carnations, baby's
breath, ivy and white
lace streamers
Mrs. Karolyn
Mustard of Hardin was
the matron of honor.
Tracey Lynn. daughter
of the bride, was

Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. Scott
bridesmaid.
wore matching gray
They wore identical tuxedoes. Their boutongowns of blue satin and nieres were white
carried bouquets of blue carnations..
carnations and baby's
Mrs. Lavina Belue
breath with blue directed the wedding.
ribbons.
Miss Tina Lane, niece
Danny Lamb, brother of the bride, kept the
of the bride. served as guest register.
best man.
A reception followed
The groom, best man at the church.
and father of the bride,
Serving at the recep-

tion were Mrs. Shirley
Lane and Mrs. Carolyn
Warner, sisters of the
bride.
Sissy Warner. niece of
the bride handed out
rice bags.
After a wedding trip,
the new Mr. and Mrs.
Scott are now residing
on South 15th Street
Murray.
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Wedding lows said local church
Miss Dorothy
Elizabeth Dey and
Stephen Whayne Durbin
were married Friday,
Aug. 16.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur P. Dey of
Trenton, N.J.
• -- Parents of the groom
are Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Durbin of Cairo, Ill
The vows weresolemnized on Friday, Aug.
16. at 7 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist
Church. The Rev.
Stephen Seaford
officiated.
-Ms. Mary Jane
McGuire of Murray was
the bride's attendant.
Bruce Durbin of
Nashville. Tenn.,
brother of the groom,
served as best man.
The bride is a
secretary at the University ,Boolesture. at. Murray State.
'Tlie groom is a
graduate of Murray
State University. He
works for D.J. Schindler
Publishing Co.

..11r. and 411rs.

Wha.1 -nc. Durbin

SHELTER INSURANCE
Our health insurance policy
provides the following benefits.
Does yours?

Read the Want Ads

• '

National Bath Week
Sept. 7-Sept. 14

perso- per year

•,
.^ 2 Pao EiC'k

One Week Only

.:7(.?

!s.

• :..coe'!.

r7c5P.7.3
yo.ir ooe,a7

25% Off

a:aet-

'' •

Dixieland
Center

S
ttat
AT SHELTER.
IT'S A MATTER OF PERSONAL PRIDE.

Phone
753-7972

NNW.

•• •••••

Choose The -Negative From Your Roll
Completely Processed At
GPLiASSIG
Ir

1-Hour Photos

tOr Bring `r our Ov\, n NecIdt!ve

Choose Your Size
8x10
8x12
11x14
35m.
35m.
110m.
Or Even Poster Size
20x24
20x28
OR
35m.
35m.
Inside

Crass Furniture
103 So. 3rd

Downtown Murray

753 3621

199

QUAN 71- ES

Mi TEC

100B 6th St.

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO

759-9953
759-1033

Chestnut St.
753-2571

•• • • ••• • • • • • • •

•• • • •

P7411 club

nautilio
AEROBIC Eit FITNESS CENTER
For Men & Women

1415 Olive St., Murray

LAST CHANCE
TO SAVE 50%!!!

Not Days

IIN01,411

- r•

2 101 Pc Nut & Bolt Center

Photo Enlargements
In Hours

41.

Shelter's Comprehensise
Hospital-Surgical-Medical Insurance rolics.

Keel Family holds reunion
Mathis. Josh Mathis,
Mack Moon, Brent and
Clint Moon, Mrs. Jannene Travis. Billy Ray,
Mr. and..Mrs...--Ronnie
Geurin,
Ms. Barbra Osborn,
Daren Osborn. Mrs.
Ethel Keel, Mrs. Jewell
Guthrie, Mrs. Joan Bennett, Mrs. Harue
Trousdale and Mr. and
Mrs. Lynn Yates.

t`,. 5

ercez.'

•

104 itie green door

The Keel Family Reu- Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
nion was held Sunday. Keel, Elaine and RhonAug. 25. at Story's da Keel.
Chapel United
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Keel
Methodist Church.
of Florida, Mrs. Nina
Present for the-event Hawkins of Carolina.
were the following:
Mr. and Mrs. LaMauer
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Britt, Mrs. Bronzie
Keel, Mr. and Mrs. Easley, Jim Keel. Matt
Michael Keel, Stephnie, Keel, Mr. and Mrs.
Steven and Stacy Keel, Wayne., Hopkins. Britt
Mr. and Mrs. Max Keel. and DuSton Hopkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keel,
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff

HARDWARE
VALUE
4W THE MONTH

• LJ,sra.
,
_

Towels-Bath Mats-Bath Rugs
Seat Covers-Shower Curtains
Bath Accessories

qualkeue

S7
•

•
CAMPHF:LILSVILLE STUAENT — Renee Young, standing left,
and her
father, the Rev. Eddie ,Young, Rt. 7. Murray. work toward completi
ng the
registration process at Campbellsville College. for Classes which
began Aug.
28. Helping them is work study student Lisa Johnson of Lancaste Ohio.
r,
Miss Young, an honor graduate of the MG class of Calloway County
High
School. is a freshman. Miss Johnson is a senior majoring
in Christian
studies.
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Offer expires Today, Sept. 10th, 1985

JOIN NOW FOR '149
•NAUTILUS
MACHINES

•MULTI-GYM

•BIKES

•FREE
WEIGHTS

•ROWING
MACHINES

•LIFECYCLES
OPEN

Phone 753-6515

Mon.-Fri.
9 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

Our membership is almost full! Don't be left out! Join now and

SAVE $ 150;only $149 for

•
in
•

12 months of the best exercise

your life.
Professional
Instruction

I .116:1
,
1 111=11..Card

Expert
Supervision,

VISA•

••••••••• ••••••

••

• • • ••••
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•
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Coining conm)unitv evcnt.-arc.- announced
• -'

Tuesday,Sept. ito
Tue).day. Sept. 10
Good Shepherd United Roller Skating of
Methodist Church Men Murray.
will meetat 6:30 p.m at
church.
Legion of Murray
---Moose Lodge will meet
Murray TOPS (take at 8 p.M. with officers to
off pounds sensibly ) meet at 7 p.m.
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
---at Calloway County
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
Health Center.
at American Legion
---Building. South Sixth
Murray Lions Club and Maple Streets.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
-- -Murray Woman's Club
Murray State UniverHouse
sity Women's Society
----will have its annual
Murray Star Chapter salad supper at 6.30
No. 433 Order of Eastern
p.m in small ballroom
Star will meet at 7:30 of Curris Center.
p.m at lodge hall.
---An artist series faculJackson Purchase Arty showcase recital will
chaeological Society
begin at S p.m. in Farwill meet at 7:30 p.m. in
rell Recital Halt second
Circuit Courtroom in
floor. Doyle Fine Arts
;raves County CourCenter. Murray State
thouse. Mayfield.
University. Admission
--- is $3 with proceeds to go
Group Ill of First toward music
Christian Church CWF scholarships.
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
- -- with Judy Eldredge.
Dorcas Sunday School
--Class of • First Baptist
Skating party • by Church Will have a
Carter and Robertson social at 6:30 p in.
at
Schools for PTO will be Sirloin Stockade.
from 6 to S p.m. at
-- - -

P.
Beauty
Salon

Tafferjones vows said at church

Wednesday.Sept. 11
The wedding of Miss
Northside Baptist given froth 11 a.m. to 1
Janis' Floralee Taffer
Church Women- will p.m.at Hazel.
and Michael Trent
---meet at 7 p.m. at
Homemakers Clubs Jones was solemnized
church.
---will meet as follows: on Saturday. Aug. 3, at
Prepared Child Birth Pottertown at 10 a.m. at First Baptist Church.
la-sses will be at Colonial House Wickliffe.
The bride is the
Murray-Calloway' Coun- Smorgasbord; Harris
ty Hospital. For infor- Grove at 1 p.m. at Ellis daughter of Mr. and
mation call Nancy Orr Center: South Pleasant Mrs. Edward Taffer of
RN.. 753-6821 or Grove with Freda Hum- Wickliffe. She is the
granddaughter of the
753-5131, Extension 144.
phreys at 1:30 p.m.
_
_ •
late Mrs. J.N. Davis of
---Circles of First United Chester. S.C.
Wednesday,Sept. 11
Mr. Jones is the son of
MSU Chess Club will Methodist Church
meet from 6 to 11 p.m. in Women will meet as Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Mississippi Room. follows: Ruthwilson at Jones of Murray. He is
Third Floor. Curris church. Hannah with the grandson of Mrs.
Center. Murray State Paula Hulick an& Velma Holman and
University.
Wesleyan with Helen Mrs. Jones of Springf41d. Tenn.
---Beale, all at 7:30 p.m.
The Rev. Bruce Wills
Ladies day events at
--Blankenship Circle of officiated at the
Murray Country Club
will include golf at 9 First United Methodist ceremony.
Music was presented
a.m.. bridge at 9:30 a.m. 'Church Women will
have a barbecue supper •-by Mrs. Charles
and luncheon at noon.
Geveden of Wickliffe,
at 6:30 p.m. at church.
---organist,
and Charles
- Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club will
West Fork Baptist Martin of Frankfort.
-include golf and -bridge Church WMU will have vocalist.
Mrs. Keytha Bell of
a breakfast at 8:30 a.m.
at 930 4..tri.
Bandana served as
at church.
---matron of honor.
---Murray-Calloway
Bridesmaids we,re
Chapel Chimes. of
County Ministerial
Assochiation will meet at Memorial Baptist Miss Velvet Jones and
1:30 p.m. at Murray. Church will have a lun- Miss Starr Jones.
sisters of the groom,
Calloway County cheon at noon.
and Miss Mary Holland
---Hospital.
Murray Bass Club will of Paducah.
---Jada Watts, daughter
Hazel and Douglas meet at 6:30 p.m. at
of Mrs. Terri Watts of
Centers will be open Sirloin Stockade.
Springfield, Tenn., was
---from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
flower
girl.
for activities by senior
Health Express of
The ring bearer was
citizens. Free blood Murray-Calloway CounDerek McCallum, son of
pressure checks will be
(Cont'd on page 16)
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Mc.
Callum of Murray.
George Bell of Murray was best man for
Mr. Jones.
Groomsmen were
Keith Thompson of
Chicago, Ill.. Robert
Holman of Springfield,
Tenn.; and Mark Erwin
of Murray.
Ushers were Jim Taffer of Wickliffe, brother
of the bride, and John
Purdom of Murray.
A reception followed
the ceremony at the
Ballard County Country
Club.
Serving were Stacy
Langley Childress of
Henderson, Kelly
Tuesday. Sept. 10

Carriers
Needed

Located: 94
West, Turn
Off On 783
Go 5 Miles.

Open
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
9.:5 p.m.

Janice Hays-Patty Knott
Owners-Operators

Call 492-8667
For Appointment

-1•1,.-

Apply in person.
See

David Stom
1001 Whitnell Dr.

Ledger & Times

Air. and Mrs. Michael Trent _Jones
Henderson of LaCenter, associated with A N R party given by Euldene
Lana Skidmore of Pipe Line Company.
Robinson. Peggy BillPaducah and DeVona
The new Mr. and Mrs. ington, Jerlene Sullian,
Lynch of Murray.
Jones are residing in Mary Bogard. Marie
Guest book attendant Murray.
Lassiter and Carmen
was Tammie Smith of
Bridal events given in Garland of Murray;
Murray.
honor of the couple inA coffee given by Ella
clude the following:
_The bride is a
Mae Quertermous.
A miscellaneous tea.
graduate of Ballard
Mary Lou Rayburn,
Memorial High School given by Kitty Shadoan,' Mary Moore, Lassiter
and Murray State Malinda Boyd, Peggy and oBarbara Erwin of
Piper, Keytha Bell, BetUniversity.
Murray.
ty McGee and Donna
A pool side party
The groom, a Barbarito of Wickliffe;
A personal shower given by Mr. and Mts.'
graduate of Murray
High- School, attended given by Tammie Smith Buddy Holman and Mrs.
Murray State Universi- of Murray;
Sory Moon of SprA wine and cheese ingfield, Tenn.
ty. He presently is

Newborn admissions, dismissals released
Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday,
Sept. 9
;-have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Boy Williams,
parents, Michael and
Margaret, 1115

Allison
intotoprap

Bridgette St., Paris,
Tenn.;
Baby Boy Henderson;
parents. Bobby and
Pamela, Rt-.-9. Benton.
Dismissals
Grady Wesson, HC
Box 311, New Concord;
Miss Crystal Watkins,
Rt. 1, Puryear. Tenn.;

Max Keel, Rt. 1. Farmington; Lance Wallace.
Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Donna East and
baby boy, 1015 East
Blythe St., Axis,Tenn.;
Miss Matlene Cross, 305
North Seventh St., Murray
Mrs. Carnith
Sullavan, 1802% Monroe

Ave.. Murray;
Mark Wilson, Rt. 3,
Murray; Bol Kidd, Rt. 9,
Benton; Mrs. Myrtle
Parrish, 804 Hurt Dr..
Murray; Charles Martin, Rt. 7. Murray;
Mrs. Ruby Russell,
Lakeland Wesley
Village, Benton:
William 'Wilkinson. Rt.
4; Murray; Mrs. Arie
Wilkinson, Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Dora Houser,
Convalescent Division,
MCCH.

31)(nit .,;();11) opcnb
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REVIVAL
Sept. 9th-13th
7 p.m. nightly

Bro. Greg Earwood
Speaker ,

Fall Portraits
Created By Harry Allison

Bro. Heyward Roberts, Pastor
Tommy Hoke, Music Director

Weddings, Family, Children, Copy & Restoration

7f:

Bro. Greg Earwood

New Location
304 N. 12th St.
Harry Allison, Photographer
Cindy Chrisman-Veach, Assistant .

wihirat. h

Scotts Grove
Baptist Church
liwitinitts*m Ito) I.td.

.s'-1- ?,?:40,

),;.'14er"%),•];.S

641 Highway North

Everyone Welcome!

DUBLIN, Ireland
( AP) - A 21-year-old
college graduate
presented her thesis on
soap operas to actor
Larry Hagman, the
crafty oil baron J.R.
Ewing on television's
"Dallas," as thanks for
helping to give her
something to write
about.
Hagman read through
one or two pages of the
150-page thesis by
Caroline Kennedy called "Melodrama and
Women's Issues" and
said he was impressed.
"This is really in-.
teresting. I'll take time
off to read it, and I'll
pass it on to the 'Dallas'
producers to see if they
can learn something
from it." he said.
"I've always wanted
to meet Larry.
Hagman," said Miss
Kennedy, who is from
Thurles in County Tipperary and earned her
communications degree
this year. "My thesis
was based on
melodrama from the
Victorian times and,
let's face it, the villain is
the central character in
any melodrama. In this
respect, J.R. is the
perfect villain."
Hagman was' in
Dublin helping to raise
$350,000 for arthritis victims in the Irish
Republic. He met.Miss
Kennedy at Phoenix
Park racecourse, where
he was a guest of ;lacqueline O'Brien, the
wife .of Irish horse
trainer Vincent O'Brien.
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Sun Belt states account for U.S. growth
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's population increase will
continue to concentrate on the
Sun Belt, with just five states accounting for more than half of
all growth by the year 2000, a
private economic research
group says.
But while growth will remain
focused on the South and the
West, the National Planning
Association also had good news
for some Midwestern and
Eastern states that have lost
people in recent years.
Only West Virginia, the
District of Columbia and New
York state are expected tcb,see
poptilation declines by 2000. the
research group said. That contrasts with tiosa Census Bureau projections that anticipated
declines in nine states and the
District.
The Planning Association, an
independent Washington-based
research group, said California
Will add 6.668,000 people between 1980 and 2000 to lead all
states.
The group said the combination of California, Florida.
Texas, Arizona and North

Carolina will account for
more emphasis on economic
21,800.000 added people by 2000, changes
.
or 54 percent of the nation's total
The Census Bureau projecadditions.
Add Georgia, Washington,
Colorado, Virginia and Tennessee to that list and the total is
27,518,000, or 68 percent of the
expected national growth.
Even though growth continues
to concentrate in the South and
West, the report anticipated improvements in other areas: too.
For example, in the Northeast, the planning association
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find
out what the stars say, read the
projected that Massachusetts
forecast given for your birth sign
would be the biggest gainer, adFOR WEDNESDAY.SEPTEMBER II, 1985
ding 560,Q00 people, while
Michigan was expected to lead
ARIES
SCORPIO
the Midwest. adding 549,000.
(Mar 2) to_Apr.
_
,
- Oet.
_
)et. 23-to-Nov:21y
- —
Work is inspiring and leisure
In its most recent projections,
events are sure tohe fun. Hold fast to
You're the hit of any social getissued two years ago, the Census
together now A relative may be lax
your ideals on the job -and in
Bureau had anticipated that
today. ('areer developments are surromance. Travel beckons.
Massachusetts would lose
prising and in your favor.
TAURUS
246,600 people between 1980 and
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Pir
2000, and Michigan would drop
Accent innovative methods in real (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
50,700.
estate ventures. Charisma works for
An unusual money-making plan

iJopulation growth among the
states can be attributed to the
migration of people responding
to job opportunities. according
to Strong. However..thil vaties
considerably by age group, with

Your Individual
Horoscope
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the result that_the population of- •
peoplrilied 65 and over is expected to grow more sharply in
Arizona and Florida and to a
much lesser extent in Illinois
and New York.
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YOU in romance. Artistic talents are
also to the fore.
GEMINI
'
(May 21 to June 20),
Despite a slight tendency to exaggerate, your thinking is good now.
You'll be filling up your social
calendar with many activities.

Planning association
spokesnan Carlton M. Strong
said that while his group uses
many of the same base figures
as the Census experts, it places

Man is injured when circus
elephant trips, falls on him
EASTON, Md. AP
— A
43-year-old circus worker was in
satisfactory condition today
after being injured when an
elephant lost its balance and fell
on him while he was working, officials said.
Harry Fried, an elephant
.handler with the Hanneford Circus, was injured Monday when
he tripped and fell into a hole in
the elephant pen while shoveling
manure into the space to fill it
Lip, Maryland State Police said.
Fried, who was taken to
Memorial Hospital, did not bear

lions were based on changes in
birth and death rates and migration patterns, projected from the
experience of the 1970s, according to its 1983 study.
Most of the differences in

'TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1985

Ina, the smallest of the circus's three elephants, weighs
between 2.500 and 3,000 pounds
and is 24 years old, according to
another handler.

(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Adding a new decorative touch to
the home puts you in the mood for
company. Unexpected news comes.
Private chats are indicated.

' A
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Maw
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
meet
An interest in the arts is stimulated
now. New career prospects come
now, but don't fall behind on existing
assignments.
.
YOU • BORN. TODAY have a fine
imagination and are idealistic. You
work best when inspired and your
output is often ahead of its tithe. You
enjoy the limelight, but are also
interested in public_ service. Find a
constructive outlet for your sensitivity. Don't allow your temperament to
work against you. You can succeed in
both the arts and sciences.

LIBRA
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(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A plan jells in secret. Don't take a
loved one for ityanted. Evening brings
an exciting social gathering. Enjoy
making new friends. '• "

(July 23 to Aug.22)
Exciting new romance could come
now. You're an inspiration to others
on the job. Be sure to live up to
commitments.
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Romance has a glamorous note,
but be careful not to let your work
slide. Evening brings fresh insights.

lit

AQUARIUS

LEO

"Evidently he tripped and he
scared the elephant, and she fell
halfway on top of him," said circus owner Gertrude Hanneford.
Fried, of Sarasota, Fla., received two broken ribs as a result of
the mishap, she said.

9/8/85-12131/85

(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll have luck in promoting
offbeat ideas. Do further research
today before making any financial
commitments. Consult with advisers

CANCER

per week and up

Ilanjt) .l Ii lull% ctilitmcd 2 or
..3_1wtirvoin %ilia al tlic Island's
most conylctu % car-iIiiiiiil
s )orts rem wt 1...ino% on premiscs

CAPRICORN

(June 21 to July 22)
41€
Be sure not to be improvident with
money. New assignments mean extra
cash for you, however. Enjoy partnership activities.

the elephant's full weight, said
circus manager Stan Bialos. "If
he had, he wouldn't be here."

front!;

looks promising. Watch a tendency to
exaggerate. Seek advice about career.
Travel prospects improve.

Fouriseasons
HILTON

AD

HE

RESORT

-PO. Box 6126
663 llighwav 278
Ililton Ilcad Wand,SC 24938

TOLL
FREE

Iii

1 803-785-3888

1-800-845-3800
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This Money Saving Coupon
Page will run Each
Tuesday in the Murray
Ledger & Times
and Wednesday in
The Shopping
Guide.
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA

•

!sgk-::,174-46
t

HOURS
11 •lam

Sun Thous
11em 2arn

DELIVERS FREE.

F"

Sa'

PHONE: (502) 753-9844
We to on ou, way'
At Domino s Pizza we promise
a hot delicious custom made
pizza with our own special
sauce and two kinds of 100
real cheese We promise It,.
delivery and last 30 minute
service to your door All yOu
have to do is call'

Buy any 4 item

pizza
or deluxe for Only

$11.75
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Off
Any VCR

$

(Expires 9 16 851.
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Central
• Shoppin
g
•
. Center

•

.

Additional items $1 30
One coupon per order. Not
good with any other offers
Ellf.1.116 9 22 85

._
SALES A

'

%rot I, Sr..,er

•

....____. ,eOnen 10 9 •
•
RENTAL
753

7670 •
•
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10% OFF
Any Purchase In
Our Hobby Shop
With This Coupon

500
I

1
1
1

II Seasons Lawn & Leisure, Inc.

.1

759-4113
Mon.-Fri., 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

:

Latex
*ALL PAINT

25% Off

DIXIELAND CENTER

Expires

206 E. Main
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ROY'S
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CLIP'N'SAVE
Fiberall
Fiber Wafers

WI South 3rd
+inside Cra..
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Murray Supply Co.

with a total Frame Job.
Coupon Good Thru Sept. 17.
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84.75 to 87.30

Rent 2 Movies,Get 1 FREE
09

With coupon

Decorator Mats

6 Differt•nt .1%u.n
from.
(

I

I

All Ace
Hardware Paint

FRAMER'S GALLERY

1/2 PRICE

(Downtown Across from the Methodist Church)

a \valuable Coupon t•

Betty Hinton's

Maple I

1 3 Pair of pants hemmed-Get i
1
1 the 4th pair hemmed FREE :
Coupon Good Thru Sept. 30
i

205 N 4th, Murray. 753 4110

%valuable coupon t_Lx

—
valuable
Coupon,
- —
/
Ear Piercing Free

Maple Street
Tailor Shop
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Piedmont area gains notoriety as arts center HOMES FOR AMERICANS
BARBARA MAYER
AP tiewsfeatures
- North Carolina's
Piedmont region is
known worldwide as a
• commercial furniture
center. Twice each year
• retailers come from all.
over the world to look at
iind order furniture in
High Point and the surrounding area.
But far fewer people
know the same area is
an•arts center. In
fact, within a 20-or
30-minute
drive from

the furniture market arts, as well as the
buildings are a number Southeastern Center for
of unique museums, the Arts. Piedmont
galleries and decorative Craftsman. Inc., and the
arts centers. Together -S-aWtSothl Arts Center,
they help make an im- which concentrate on
pressive case for North the contemporary areli
Carolina as one of the
Inne-arby
major arts-producing Greensboro. there is the
states in the country.
Green Hill Center for
In Winston-Salem, for North Carolina Art, a
example, are found the non-profit gallery which
Museum of Early devotes itself entirely to
Southern Decorative nurturing and exArts, Reynolds House hibiting the work of
and Old Salem, which North Carolina artists.
are devoted to historic
Besides these

organizations located in
This early head start
the Piedmont area. was not the only impororganizations within a tant milestone, accorfew hours distance in- ding to Ms. Ferrence.
clude Penland Craft She added that perhaps
School in Penland, the the nation's most
John (7. Campbell Folk famous experimental
School in Brasstown, school, Brack Mountain
and the Southern College, was founded in
Highland Handicrafts the Blue Ridge MounGuild in Asheville.
tains' and was in operaNo ..ine is quite sure tion from 1933 to 1956.
why the state supports Penland School of
—
so many artists and arts Crafts was opened in
ba.con,
groups but Phyllis 1938 as one of the first
Lang, editor of "The attempts to use craft
Arts Journal," says the skills to upgrade im1121_1_,A.110
state is believed to have poverished rural lives..
1,_v.,.-sr
within its borders the Then in 1949. Winstonlargest number of ar- Salem became the first
tists, Outside Of New city in the United States
York and California.
to establish an arts
According to Ms. council.
Lang, the state's long
The state's commithistory of support for
ment
to crafts also inthe arts is partly responcludes their use in consible for the • current
struction projects. For
fever of - activity. She
example, the first in
noted that _ the tradiwhat may eventually be
tional arts. 'especially
a,series of tourist inforI ...•9 rime
pottery. weaving and
bed reels
mation "welcome
no - T'•oa-•'
music,
have
always
DESIGNER COLOR CEIUNG FANS
•
centers" is scheduled
..been important. Furfor completion this fall.
thermore. the, large
qt.
building will in- number of visitors' who -The
balt•Ar
clude large ceramics
come for vacations bra•ci
murals created by
44.1.114,,
ing with them both inNorth Carolina artist
terest and necessary
Cynthia Bringle. Ms.
support.
Bringle, who lives and
lore flew
The appeal of the
issialL1111_”_.
works in Penland, said
THE EXTERIOR OF THIS HOUSE HAS a number of features,•
state as a place to live
that what especially apamong them an upper balcony and front deck. Inside, the living
has attracted artists
pealed to her about the
room has a mammoth fireplace on one wall:There is a master
and craftsmen from,
commission was that
bedroom on the first floor and two more bedrooms on the second.
3ther areas as permashe had the opportunity
Plan HA1329G has 1,200 square feet on the first floor and 645 on
nent residents. Besides
to work with the arthe second. For more information write — enclosing a stamped.
• the Penland area in the
-c hi te c t from the
self-address
ed envelope — to architect Carl E. Geiser, 25600
Blue Ridge 'Mountains,
-•°*-Telegraph Rd.,.Southfield, Mich. 48034.
where about* 100 craft- building's inception.
_
smen live and .work,
Does the state of
Y.>
other artists: colonies North. Carolina have
are found in Winston- any lessons to offer
Salem, Durham and others who live outside
Chapel Hill and in the .the state and who maxSouthern Pines region, wish .to encourage the
By ANDY LANG
isting-kitchen decor. In- on either side of the vershe added.
arts in their own
Al' Newsfeatures
stallation
can be handl- tical line. Do not spread
Cynthia Ferrence. backyard?
One way to dress up ed with relative ease by any more adhesive
than
director of the Green
Yes, say the arts adyour kitchen sink area is a do-it-yourselfer, since can be tiled before
it
Hill Center. noted that ministrators involved in
to apply a mosaic tile the tiles, ceramic but sets, usually about
20
John White. the North supporting the activities
backsplash to tlie wall pre-spaced on a mesh minutes. Set the first
Carolina colony's first in North Carolina. They
over the sink.
backing, come in sec- sheet of tile in place
governor, was the first say programs which ofNo matter what the tions approximately along the line, using -a
painter in . the new fer artiAts a place-to- exCountertop surface — one-foot square even slightly twisting motion
world. White. who hibit, inviting working
tile, laminate or wood — though the tiles and not sliding -them
in
emigiated - to - America -artists into the public a
"Why pay retail, when you can buy wholesale?"
mosaic tile backsplash themselves may be dif- place. Work up and
from England in 155, schools, and arranging adds
appealing new ferent sizes.
across from the starting
206 E. Main
Murray
753-8194 painted the flora and for school children to designanelement.
Since
If the surface is clean, point.
fauna and the Indians in "visit art gallerifs— the tiles are
available in dry and structurally - While you'It want—to
the area. His work was studiOs a.nd museums a wide
variety of colors sound. mosaic tile will minimize tile cutting as
recently exhibited at the are all important ways and patterns,
there will go over it provided the much as possible, it's
,11 SHOP US FIRST sr
IININIINOP—
North Carolina Museum of stimulating the not be any
difficulty in surface- has no "give" to difficult to completely
of Art in Raleigh.
growth of the arts.
complementing the ex- it. Glossy surfaces, avoid it. A tile cutter
which laminate usually carrbe rented or borrowis. need a light sanding ed. The cutter actually
before application to scores the tile, which is
make the adhesive grip then easily snapped,,into
At
Ihe pia, with
ALL
better. The tools and two pieces. When you
lw liodpful liArdwagr Man
ITEMS
materials needed are a cut tiles to fit around
ADVERTISED
ON
level or T-square, electrical outlets,
NATIONAL
UI
trowel, tile cutter, grout although that is not
T.V.
float, sponge, wall always necessary, they
500 SI 4th Murray
primer, tile adhesive, do not have to have
Store Hours:
grout and tile sealer. All perfectly straight
7-5 Mon-Fri.,8-12 Sot.
are available from tile edges,since uneven cuts
specialty stores.
will be covered later by
Use a level to deter- the switchplates.
mine if the countertop
Color Tile recomAVAkAILE AT
surface is straight. If .it mends the tiles be allowPARTKIPATING ACE
is slightly uneven, wait ed to set 16 to 24 hours
HARDEE ARE STORES
until you apply two before applying grout.
coats of wall primer to which is available in an
YOU PAY
CONST0L,C1iLiN EASTENiNG CENTER
the surface and allow to array of colors. It is
dry thoroughly. Then spread with a grout float
FACTORY 200
find the lowest point and over the entire surface
place one tile against of the area. The grout is
REBATE
the wall at that location. gently forced into the
(72M7)
Mark a line iiith of an tile joints. Two or three
YOUR
inch above the tile and hours later, wipe off the
32 Gallon Plastic FINAL
use this as your horizon- remaining grout film
WHILE
COST
tal starting point. If the from the surface with a
suertIES
LAST
surface is level, the base dry cleaning pad.
of the wall becomes the
Durable 8. resistant to sub-zero temperatures. ForrnAfter 15 to 20 minutes,
starting
point.
fitting lid locks in odors. With contoured bottom grip.
To establish the ver- excess grout should be
tical working line, wiped off the. tile surWWI SUPPLIES LAST
locate the exact mid- face with a damp
point of the wall. From sponge. Two to three
that point, lay loose tile hours later, wipe off any
along the wall to one remaining grout film
A3039)
68574
edge. This allows you to from the surface with a
see how the end tile will dry cleaning pad.
• JUMBO
The final step is to
have to be cut. Adjust
39 Gallon•Plastic
Lawn&
SIZE
the tile slightly to avoid seal thiktile surface with
Bags
No. 5250
small tile cuts. Once the silicone tile sealer. App• SUPER
starting point has been ly with a spray apSTRENGTH Thirty iumbo size 1 2 mil bogs on an easy tear-off
established, use a level plicator or foam brush.
• IRONroll Convenient for yard, garage, home and
or T-square to mark the The sealer protects the
more Makes fast work of yard& garden clean-up.
CLAD
line vertically on the wall from dirt and
(White)
moisture penetration.
wall. •
*Lifetime Worranty
• Palmyra Bristles • 54 Inch handle
Spread the tile
This is one of those doadhesive with a notched ityourself projects that
trowel held at a 60 to 80 requires care and attendegree angle to the sur- tion to detail more than
face. Apply the adhesive it requires skill.

The Ceiling Fan Capital Of
Murray has added a new line...

rrnt-91"fa

Iola

r
i

We already had 21 styles of ceiling fans on display. We Stock more
styles of fans than anyone in this
area.
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acksplash adds to sink

Wholesale Electric Supply Co.

Rickman
Norsworthy --4101t=

LUMBER COMPANY,INC.

SEPT.
BEST
BUYS

0

753-6450

.00•001,0marzel,„,
14,104,4
„,„4„,
BOSTITCW

4

Contractors...

4

Drive nails the
Bostitch way.
Featuring the
N16CT nailer with contact trip. This
model drives 6d to 16d nails (2" to
3-'/2"). Save time and money at
Rickman Norsworthy.

71/4" Skil
Circular Saw
$4495

Storm Door
2°

Or

3°

267

(

Vinyl
Siding

TRASH 81 LAWN BAGS

66

$445°

a.
Economy

TRASH CAN

"RUGGED!"
- 18 inch

Economy

2x4
Studs

$3995

A SHOP US FIRST

89c

Water protection urged

GARAGE SWEEP

( 8722)
Designed for easily moving heavy dirt
2837
oiióiiiji garage flaws. Tumbled wai
•
.
block withstands use indoors or out..
Melt SUPPLIES LAST

Murray Supply
Company

753-3361

206 E. Main

.aluarmii÷1.116.

Rusty or clogged gutters and downspouts
may allow water to
damage your house.
Keep them clean and
protected with paint! To
-tie- paint
job, first remove any
loose materials ft•ont_the
gutter or downspout by
scraping or wire
brushing the surface. If
you spot any cracks,

caulk them with sealant.
designed for use on gutters and downspoilts. If
necessary, use a primer
on the Outside of the gutters and downspouts
with the paint used on
the rest of the house, or
with a type of paint com
>,paUble "With the gutter_ i
and downspou-t
material.
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AROUND THE HOUSE
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I plan to use
hardboard panels for
the walls of an attic I
will be finishing into two
rooms. I have never us'ed hardboard, but I
have worked with
plywood, also for wall
paneling. I understand
there are some things I
should watch out for.
Can you give me some
advice.?
A. — There should be
a solid support behind
every joint, such as a
stud or furring strip.
Hardboard can be
fastened with nails,
screws, adhesive or
almost any kind of
fastener, but should
never be attached too
close to the edges. Allow
from a quarter of an
inch to half an inch from
the edges. Always nail
the cent& of the panel
first, then the edges.
When cutting hardboard
with a saw, keep the
face side up. Standard
hardboard should be used indoors, although not
where there are high
humidity conditons.
Tempered hardboard
can be used for places
where there is moisture,

while heavy duty
tempered hardboard is
the most resistant to
water and the strongest.
Q. — I want to make a
round table that will accommodate six persons.
I have measured the
diameter of some tables
ip furniture stores and
find that those which
presumably seat six
have differences of as
much as 6 inches in the
diameter. Is there some
standard size or can one
use one's judgement?
A. — The diameters of
tables for six run from
46 to 52 inches. Naturally, the larger the table,
the more room there is
at dining time. If space
permits, use the larger
size, even larger than 52
inches if possible. You
can always seat an extra person or two, if
necessary, but you can't
find extra room where
there is none. That's
why there are tables
which open up to receive
inserts or leaves.
Q. — We have an old
house with plaster
walls. I recently did
some patching on a kitchen wall, using a
spackling compound to
make the repairs. A

pipe burst a few days
after the repair job and
sent water over one of
the walls. It dried out
very well except where
me patches were. They
seem to be a different
color than the rest of the
wall, kind of damplooking even though dry
to the touch. Before I
repatch those spots, I
want to know whether it
is all right to use spackling compound again?
A. — Yes, unless you
are expecting another
broken pipe. Most
spackling compounds
are not waterproof and,
since they are used on
interior walls, do not
need to be. Bit if you
want to play it safe — in
case there is more
water trouble — make
sure the compound you
buy specifically says it
can be used either indoors or outdoors.
Q. — I expect to
replace a door lock
snon, something I have
never done before. Is
there some way I can
tell exactly where the
new lock goes or do I
just put it where the old
one is?
A. — You don't say
what kind of lock you

You Can't
Beat The Heat . . .
You Can't
Beat The Value . .

and want to try building
my owra garage. but I
will have the foundation
done by s'oineone
A — Don't even think

Wirray Ledger & Times_
about doing the root until you find out what the
building codes in your
:
say about the
a r'a
necessary pitch. Also.

l'rfl
though you are
skillful in working with
wood, have you considered the use of
fa('tory-built roof

trusses? They will save
you a lot of trouble, even
though they may cost a
bit more than building
your own roof framing.

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES

ii
TR
EA
S
BUILDING CENTERS

Aluminum

Storm Door

$4497

CDX
Plywood
$699

Sheet
2"x4x8

759-4026

Merrilat

Kitchen
Cabinets

50%

•

Shingles
$ 19
89
Per Sq.
Owens corning
20 yr. warranty

Off

List Price
Driveway

Aluminum

Sealer
$688

Storm Windows
$2
595
All Stock Sizes

5 Gal. Bucket
Filler Sealer '8.88

.-

Advice given,for use of hardboard

plan on getting and what
kind of lock already is
there, so your question
can't be answered
specifically. Take off
the old lock and see
whether you can match
it, providing it is your
intention to use the
same kind of lock. Any
lock you buy will come
with a-template and inructions on how to install it. The important
thing is for you to select
a lock which will fit the
thickness of your door.
Q. — We have a back
patio I want to cover. I
plan on using fiberglass
panels of the type I have
seen frequently at the
rear of houses. I don't
expect trouble with the
framework, but have
never worked with
fiberglass. Is it difficult
to attach them to the
wooden frame?
A. — Not especially.
Just be certain the
panels are laid with one
rib overlocking the last
rib of the- previous
panel. Wherever you
buy the panels will supply you with the proper
adhesive, which is applied to make the joints
waterproof. Ask your
dealer for the aluminum
nails necessary to attach the panels to the'
wooden frame where
designated. It is vital
you use neoprene
washers under the
nailheads. Some nails
come with the washers
already attached. Read
the instructions carefully to determine whether
it is necessary to drill
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Vinyl

Fireproof

Siding

Wall Brick
$397

$44
88
Per Sq.
White- 8" or 4"

5 sq. ft.

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 til 5:00
Saturday
8:00 til 4:00

$3688

4'x8' s 697

Great Buy!
403636

Prices Good thru 9-16-85

Vanity
With
Marble Top

BUILDING
CENTERS

TREAS

7594026

VISA'

Q. — I am fairly handy working with wood

Treated or
Cedar Lattice
2' x8' s844

One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.

Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES

Murray Home & Auto

Your local independently owned True Value'
Hardware Store has national chain-buying power

But
You Can
Beat The
Fall Rush!

HARDWARE STORES

Security Maketl
- .•. I I

.....
ILUTIUDAN

Msentgusalbs
.111
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BRAUKAD
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,
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&A &•60
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c.S#

29.88
dOP91P111#116RS
posoACRYLIC LATEX CAULK

SULICONIZED

Fire-Safe Security Chest protects tax records. checks and other
valuables 1 1 34 x 734 x3Wii, in 1 -year
limited mfr 's warranty
1•00

19.99

11.88 ...___,

Dusk -To-Dawn Security
Fixture points light where you
need it with twin adjustable lamps
Automatic on and off
J•• 7,

BLACK&DECKER

Door Viewer provides wide-

listed 1-A 10-B C for oil, eiectrical fires burning wood and cloth
Easy -to use With bracket

angle 1 -way view of caner Easy -toinstall unit fits aoors up to 2 ,r
thick Brass finish
,..

goo

C-- )

WNTERMATIC

CPA
-

unicarl

iiiiii-..._
----

1(1;11
=
1 11111

1.99

Home Fire Extinguishers UL
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9.99
Home Sentry Smoke Alarm
features total system test button,
30-day low battery signal Includes 9V battery
'Ju. i,

SALE
RETAIL

COMPARE
THESE
IMPORTANT
FEATURES:

Less 1119
REBATE

,e11,Star,Ce
bil'JO
ige
•P'0•4•111
O. Ver
1.3•01.0• or, 13,, ^ 4.•
••fiIIC0.11•1
en.nuIeS
III.,
',oder .0,•10 CO,.1 0 I'

•S. CO,,,led
•

*ale'

oi 11 oasi.c ;•r.•

• •A

,..1,vant Easy

04,

Pa.,abio

• Non toult Non "r
,
'410,.
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Patio Door Lock works on

movable door panel installs with
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Window Lock helps pievenI
opening of window even it glass is
broken Lock comes with`tine-wav
screws two keys
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AIDS boycott by parents

Mother local Mrs. 1 oung's rites planned Mrs• The
Services for Mrs. 9:11 a.m. at Murray ‘‘oman dies Irene
Final rites for
Young will
Mrs, Hazel EllenP'Pool-Hayes, 67.
mother of Mrs. Bruce
(Joyce Ann) Thomas of
• Murray, died Sunday at
8:30 p.m. at St. Thomas
Hbspital, Nashville.
Tenn.
A resident of
Hopkinsville, she was a
meinber of Gospel of
.Peach Church and of
Ladies Auxiliary of Jenny Stuart Hospital.
Born Dec. 23, 1917, in
Trigg County, she was
the daughter of the late
Bernard R. Morris and
Ora Una Perry Morris.
Mrs. P'Pool-Hayes is
survived by her husband, Lawrence E.
Hayes, Hopkinsville:
one daughter. Mrs.
Thomas. Murray; one
sister. Mrs.
Louise
Mitchell,
;racey
one brother.
Harvey E. Morris.
Evansville. Ind.; three
rand-children; one
great-grandchild. •
The funeral will be.
Wednesday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel rcif Hughart
and Beard Funeral
Home. Hopkinsville.
The Rev. Woodrow
Morris and the Rev.
Stephen Seaford Of Murray will officiate.
Burial will follow in
1 reen Hill Memorial
Garden in Christian
County.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.

be
Wednesday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J:H. Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Hal Shipley, her
nephew. will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4
p.m. today (Tuesday ).
Mrs. Young. 84. Rt. 5,
Murray, died Monday at

Spaulding
'rites'held
at chapel
Services for Eugene
E. (Dick
Spaulding
were Monday at 4 p.m.
in chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr.
Greg Ea.rwood
officiated.
Pallbearers were Ray
Brownfield, Richard
Jones, Rudolph Smith,
Ray Junior Story.
Charles Hale and Allen
Rose.
burial was in
Maplewood Cemetery,
Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Spaulding, 90, of
905 Fairlane, Murray.
died Saturday at 11:05
a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
He is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Myrtle
Parker Spaulding; one
stepson. Bill Parker:
two sisters, Mrs. Karen
Odom and Mrs. Lillian
Alexander

NN atson dies

NEW YORK (AP) — grader to district of- of the District 27
board,
Parents who kept their ficialS. 'So far, stopped short of
endorsMrs.
Burial wilt follow in children out of school to authoritiei have not ing a boycott, but said.
Calloway County Thelma F. Watson are Masonic Cemetery in protest enrollment of a divulged the victim's "You as parents know
second -grader with name or the school in- what you have
Hospital._ Her husband, today at 1 p.m. at Bethel Metropolis, 111,
to do in
Fulton Young, died Feb. AME Church,
Mrs. Watson. 49. AIDS vowed to continue volved, even to the your heart."
the
boycott today.
1, 1983.
principal.
Brookport, Ill. The Rev. Brookport, died Friday
The assemblage.
About 12,000 of 47,000
She is survived by one B. Heady is officiating. at Western Baptist
State Supreme Court which spilled onto
elementary and junior Judge Harold Hyman sidewalks outside,
daughter, Mrs. Doyle
Hospital, Paducah..
wild(Judy) Richardson.
Her husband, Willie high school students in scheduled a hearing for ly applauded Granlrer
two
districts in the Thursday. The Supreme and other speakers,
Tullahoma, Tenn.: two
Watson; survives, along
ingrandchildren. Helen
with three daughters, borough of Queens were Court is a trial-level terrupting them
absent
Monday, the first- panel in New York.
Lynn Daugherty- -a-nct
Pamela Wade and Brenrepeatedly wi'th
of class, according
James Edw.ard
The Board of Educa- rhythmic chants of
da Watson.—Bcoakport, day
—•
Daugherty
several
and Joyce Mason, In- to the Board of Educa- tion had no comment on "Boycott." Many of the
The funeral for Peter diahapolis, Ind.; two tion. Parents picketed the action.
nieces and nephews.
parents carried
N. Self will be Wednes- sons, Anthony Watson several schools
Addressing mac than placards, one of which
day at 2 p.m. in the and Garylon Kelly,
The protest centers 500 parents and students said: "Our
Children
chapel of Max Churchill, Brook_p_ort; 10 around the enrollment in a school auditorium Want Good
Grades, Not
Funeral Home.
of an unnamed Monday night, Samuel AIDS. They
grandchildren.
have rights,
Officiating will be the
Four surviving sisters youngster with AIDS B. Granirer, president to0."
ReV'C'hester P. Culver. are Martha Shannon, ordered admitted to
Music will be by the Brookport. Mary War- public school by a
choir of Poplar -Spring field, Metropolis, special committee set
Final rites for Julius Baptist Church.
Margaret Priddy. Kevil, up to review the cases of
H. Cooper were Monday
Burial will follow in and Rhoda Warfield. children suffering from
at 2 p.m. at South Plea- Parker Cemetery.
the deadly disease.
Murray.
SCOTTSVILLE, Ky. their court cases are
sant Grove United
Friends may call at
The committee, I AP) — The Scottsville comple
Six surviving brothers
ted, Mayor
Methodist Church. The the funeral home after 4
are Sgt. Robert War- meeting over the police chief and his George Maxwell said.
Rev. Bob Dotson of- p.m. today iTuesdaS,).
field. Riverside, Calif., weekend,recommended assistant were indicted
Maxwell, who once
ficiated. Music was by
Mr. Self, 86, Rt. 5, Dwight Warfield and private tutoring for In connection
with a worked for the state
Church Choir with Tom- Murray, died Sunday at
Delbert Warfield, three other children, former officer being ac- police, was named acmy Gaines as organist. 3:45 p.m. at Pontiac
Metropolis, Raymond whose symptoms are cused of theft and ting chief.
Pallbearers were R.L. Nursing Center, PonWarfield, Paducah, more pronounced.
burglary.
The indictment said
Cooper. Gary Cooper. tiac. Mich.
The District 27 comMarvin Warfield, West
Chief William Calvert the two failed to properHolmes Dunn. Richard
His wife, Mrs. Bytha Paducah. and Curtis munity school board and Assistant Chief ly act
after Officer Kim
Nesbitt, Otto Erwin and Downs Self. died Sept.
went Monday to state Kenneth Douglas were Hibbard
Warfield, Brookport.
was accused of
Hazel Lee Boyd.
28, 1979. He also was
Supreme Court seeking indicted Monday on burglary
and theft in JuBurial was in Church preceded in death by
temporary restraining charges of secondHibba
rd later
ly.
Cemetery with ar- two brothers. the Rev.
order blocking the degree official resigned
.
rangements by J.H. John Henry -, Self and
enrollment order. The misconduct.
The indictment also
Churchill Funeral Richard Ray Self.
suit also demands
They were later said the two attempted
Home.
He is survived by
Graveside services authorities disclose the. suspended without pay to halt an investigation
Mr. Cooper, sp. Rt. 4, three daughters, Mrs. for Mrs.
Callie Maddox name of the second- by the city council until through intimidation.
Murray. died Saturday. Roger Cameron, Lowry
are today at 2
at 3:40 a.m. at West Side Rochester, Mich., Mrs. p.m.
at Hazel Cemetery.
Hospital. Nashville, Thomas Estep, Auburn
Roberts Funeral
Tenn.
Hills, Mich., and Mrs. Home, Mayfield, is in
-He is survived by two Cane Estep. Murray; charge
of
daughters, Mrs. Judy one stepson, Robert arrange
ments.
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS
Funderburg and Mrs. Downs, Murray; seven
Mrs. Lowry, 97, of 411
Jane Cothran; one grandchildren; 14 great- Pryor
St., Mayfield,
sister, Mrs. Myrtle grandchildre
n: two died Sunday at 2:10 a.m.
Humphreys; four great -great- at Care
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Tobacco Farmers
Our Firing Rates
Have Not Increased
Call Us For A
Quote Today

Stock Market

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Prices listed

$149

kentitukt.urehase ire* MIK Markel
Retain Int lodes n hut 1171: S1011009
Receipts, 5,4 454 Est. Olal
& liilts MI lower Sons under Nan .50
Ion,-r user kita 1.1111 higher
is I 2 210 240 lb,
4.39.25 39 71
2-1101-27111b...
7101725 39721
I '.2 $ 210.250 lb.,.
9111.75 49.2".
S 3 4 Val 2711
937_75 341.7',
194,0•
I S 1 2 270 350 lb..
S29.1111 .11.110
I is 3 300 4.50
1.211311. 'V! MI
1 3 4511.100 Ills.
531301 ft
S 1 3 4,5er $1111 111,:.
534.00

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drunks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
rot; CCM

,.at thrs well as home for 'hos price.

s 2:4 :4011 1011 lb...
Brairs 925.00 27.511

4214.110 2934,

OVERSTOCKED SALE
OUR INVENTORY- MUST BE REDUCED!

20°/0 STOORFEFWIDE
Excluding men's work clothes, work shoes and
rubber footwear which will be 10% off.

PRICES GOOD WED. 11TH, THURS.
12TH, FRI. 13TH, AND SAT. 14TH
MEN'S DEPT.
Suits, Sport Coats, B!azers, Dress Pants, Sweaters, Dress Shirts, Casual Shirts, Pajamas,
Robes
Casual Pants, Jeans, Ties, Belts, Underwear, Dress Shoes, Casual Shoes, Work Shoes and
Athletic Shoes, All Weather Coats, Tie Shirt With Pockets, Light Weight
Jackets.

LADIES DEPT.

Dresses, Coats, Sportswear, Robes, Pajamas, Gowns, Purses, Blazers, Skirts, Blouses, Sweater,)
Stockings, Slips, Panties, Dress Shoes, Casual Shoes.

BOY'S DEPT.

Toddler through Size 20; Jeans, Shirts, Light Weight Jackets, Casual Pants,
Pajc-]mas, Dress, Casual
and Athletic Shoes.

BA

Tb

Toddler through 14 years; Dresses, Sportswear, Jeans, Blouses, Coats, Slips, Panties
, Gowns,
W23,rp Ups.
All Infantwear 20% Off

WORKMAN

Across From The Bank of Murray Where You Get Quality Merchandise
At.4 Reasosable Price And Your Business Is Always Apprec
iated.

Stock Up Now For Winter.
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STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Don't Put Off
Until Tomorrow
What NEEDS
To Be Done Today.
Take Advantage of Our
September Special

2 spaces

(Including

dowed Care)

Plus Companion Marker
(Including Installation)

a
•
AE,
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ads

Off
chi

Only $1759
*$199 Down and
12 monthly
payments of $130
*No Finance Charge
(Offer Ends 9/27/85)

Call 753-2654 or stop by
Monday-Friday, 9-5

Murray
Memorial
Gardens
North of Murray on Hwy. 641
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WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
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ART
The Clara M Eagle Gallery is located on the
fourth floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center Open hours are
7 30 a m -900 pm Monday -Friday
1000 a m - 4 00 p m Saturday
100 p m - 400 pm Sunday
The gallery is closed during university
holiday periods
The Curris Center Gallery is located on
the
lower level of the MSU Gums Center Open
hours are
8 30 a m - 8 00 p m Monday-Friday
12 noon-8 00 pm Satuday 8 Sunday
• August 19 - September 1
ART EXHIBITION - A selection of original
prints from the MSU Permanent Collection
will be on display Included will be works in a
wide range of printmaking media by recognized artists dating from the 15th century to

toe present Main . level. Clara
M Eagle
Gallery Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
Free
admission
'
•August 26 - September
9
STUDENT ART EXHIBITION -- Drawing%
in
a variety of media and styles by students
of
the spring 85 102 course level will be
on
exhibition The works are frorn the
students
of Dale Leys Jerry Speight and Chuck
Richards Upper level Clara M
Eagle •
Gallery Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
Free
admission
-• September - Octane(6
ART EXHIBI TION - A selection °tart
vvoiks
from the bequest to Duke University
by the
iale Nancy Hanks chairman of the Natioclal•
Endowment for the Arts from 1969 to 1977
will be on exhibition Drawings paintings
sculptures and lithographs by Picasso
Matisse Calder Degas Toulouse-Lautrec
Winslow Homer and other renowned artists
will be on view The exhibition is circulated
by the Southern Arts Federation with partial
funding provided by the National Endowment
for the Arts and the Kentucky Arts Council
Maim *yet- Clara M Eagle Gallery Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center Free admission
• September 25-October 6
BACCALAUREATE ART EXHIBITION Clay
Furches a Candidate for the BFA degree
will present an exhibition of his bronze
sculpture and other works Upper levet
Clara M Eagle Gallery. Price Doyle F me Arts
Center Free admission
• September 26 5 30 pm
ARTS CELEBRATION
A reception to
celebrate the twentieth anniversary of
the
founding of the National Endowment for the
Arts the Nancy Hanks Bequest exhibition
and to honor me Kentucky Arts Council will

•
Crying (Park Humor In The South- for which
he served as curator Francis will discuss
the art and artists included in the exhibition
focusing particularly on the artists position!
within OW society and-their use -of humor •
This lecture is part of the 'Person -ToPerson" exhibition and lecture series and is
funded in part by the Kentucky Arts Council
and the National Endowment for the Arts
• December 4-16 '
BACCALAUREATE ART EXHIBITION - Alicia
Thompson will present an exhibition of her
works in painting, ceramics and other
media Thompson is a candidate for the B$
degree Upper level Clara M Eagle Gallery.
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center Free admission
•
• December 4-11 STUDENT ART EXHIBITION
A group of
works from ttie advanced drawing students
of associate professor Dale Leys will be go
view The exhibition culminates the tall
semester coutle _work. LobbyClara .M..
Eagle Gallery Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
Free admission
• December 5-16
BACCALAUREATE ART EXHIBITtON - Vanous •
art works in a variety of media by BS degree
candidate Mike Ready-will be on exhibition
Corns Center Gallery .Curris Center Free
admission

be held with regional arts leaders, patrons
exhibition of drawings and other works will
and artists especially urgee•to attend Clara
be presented by BFA candidate Hervey
M Eagle Gallery Price Qoyle Fine Arts Bernal
Gums Center Gallery.Cums Center
Center No admission charge
Free admission
• September 28 - October 23
• November 6-21
ART EXHIBITION - The annual MSU Art
BACCALAUREATE ART EXHIBITION -Dana
Alumni Exhibition will be on view in the Grimes will
exhibit a variety of,her work in
Corns Center Gallery Free admission
various media Grimes ma BA degree candi• October 9-20
date Upper level Clara M Eagle Gallery.
BACCLAUREATE ART EXHIBITION - An
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center Free adexhibition of f unctronali sculptural wood
mission
Oieccs, dtaWings. and DtheL works by
.1 November 9-24
Stone will be on view Stone Ise BFA degree
BACCALAUREATE ART EXtlIBITION- Artcandidate Upper level. Clara M Eagle Gallery
works in a number of media will be exhibite
d
Prim;Doyle Fine Arts Center Free admission
by BS candidate Sharon Carlton Curns'
• October It -November 10
Center Gallery Gums Center Free adART EXHIBITION - A solo exhibition of
mission
mixed media.photographic works by the •
November 15- December 15
internatiopaily recognized artist Duane
ART EXHIBITION - "Laughing To Keep
Michals will be on display The exhibition is
From Crying Dark Humor In The South "an
presented in cooperation with the Sidney
exhibition of paintings, graphics sculpture,
Janis Gallery New York City and is funded
assemblages. and photographs will be on
in part by a grant 1rdm the Kentucky Arts
display Curated by Ke Francis for the
Council and the National Endowment for the
Alexandria Museum and Visual Art Center
Arts as part of the'Person -To-Person- exhithe exhibition deals with humor irony. and
pitiOn iecture series Michels will be on the
tragedy found in southern art Included are
MSU campus as a visiting artist in conworks by Terry Allen, Jim Roach, and nine
'unction with the exhibition the specific
other artists The exhibition IS part dl
the
dates wilt be announced Clara M Eagle
"Person -To-Person" exhibition lecaure
Gallery Price Doyle Fine Arts Center Free
series which is funded in part by the
admission
Kentucky Arts Council and the National
• October 23-November 3
Endowment for the Arts Main level Clara M
BACCALAUREATE ART EXHIBITION - Lucas
Eagle Gallery,Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
Stone will exhibit a selection of bronze
The gallery will be closed November 27-Desculptures and works in other media Stone cember
1 for Thanksgiving vacation Free
is a candidate for the BFA degree Upper
admission
level Clara M Eagle Gallery Price Doyle •
November 19 7 30 p m
Fine Arts Center Free admission
VISITING ARTIST LECTURE - Mississippi
• October 26-November 6
artist Ke Francis will present a gallery talk on
BACCALAUREATE ART EXHIBITION - An
the exhibition "Laughing To Keep From

-

Calendar of the Arts

1985

Fall Semester
Murray State University
College of tine Arts and Communication

This schedule is sublect to change- To
confirm the exhibitions and activities scheduled please contact the Clara M Eagle
Gallery at 502'762-3052_or the Department
of Art office at 502+ 762-3784

• 12 30 p m LUNCHBREAK Thirty minutes • 1 00 p
m WORLD OF OPERA returns to
of regional news and features from the the air during the 1985-86
season of the
WKMS newSroom
Metropolitan Opera Broadcasts originate
• 1 00 p in INTERMEZZO Joe Jackson live from the
Met beginning Saturday Nov j
brings ,isteners an afternoon of classical 30 1985
mc:stc.
• 400 p m ALL THINGS CONSIDERED The
• 400 pm ALL THINGS CONSIDERED
weekend one-hour edition of NPR s award National Put-,.c. Radio s news magazine of winning news magazin
e of the air
the air with commertar.es and analyses of • 5 00 p m A PRAIRIE
HOME COMPANION
current events
Live from St Paul Minnesota Garrison
•600 p m SYMPHONY CONCERTS Full- Keilior brings two hours of comedy
satire
length performances by the ,New York and down-home music
Phdrarmomc Cleyeianc Philadelphia • 7,00 pm JAZZ HORIZONS
Two hours of
Chicago and other rire symphony Orc- contemporary lazz
hestras
• 800 p r'n NPR PLAYHOUSE Adventures Sunday
ir rado drama including Old radio shows • 600 a m until
1 00 p m CLASSICAL
and contemporary adaptation
MUSIC for Sunday morning listening in• 8.30 la m EASY STREET Join host BObbY cluding chamber recitals
music festivals
Bryan for 3' hours of-easy lazz soft swing and solo perform
ances
and great ballads from /he 40's through • 7 00a m OPUS'85 Margare
t Hunt hosts a
today ;
'''1'
program of classical music from the WKMS
library "Music from Murray" includes an
Sa IUo a
hour of recital performances by the faculty
• soo m OUR FRONT PORCH Contemporary and students of the Murray
State Departbluegrass artsts
ment of Music beginning at 8 a m
• 7 00 a rr MUSIC FROM THE FRONT • 1 00 p m THE BIG BROADC
AST OF 1985
PORCH Four hours of bluegrass and-folk -Bobby Bryan brings three hours
of American
music produced n the studios of WKMS
music and entertainment including big band
• r 1 00 a rr THE THISTLE 8 SHAMROCK
sounds.Broadway musicals,comedy Dixieland.
Fiona PitChT presents an hour of Celtic
western swing. rhythm & blues
music contemporary and international as • 5 00p m OUR TIMES An hour
of regional
well as the more traditiomil sounds
news and features from the WKMS newsroom
• Noon THE FLEA MARKET Acoustic hosted by Pat O'Neill
musc recorded in concert at-the Old Town • 600 p m ALL THAT
JAZZ Kent Jenkins
School ol Folk Music in Chicago
begins an evening of iazz with two hours in
• 200 p rr CLASSICAL ENCORE Two the mainstream tradition
,
hours of music from the '200 All-time • 1000 p m MUSIC
FROM THE HEARTS
Favorites ,n the WKMS classical music OF SPACE Electroni
c and acoustic meditative
space music

lit(MSSPI
JOURNALISM
& RADIO-TV

• October 11 - October 20
FRIENDSHIP FESTIVAL '85 - Sponsored
by WKMS-FM Murray Slate University's,
public radio station located at 91 3 FM on
your radio dial and 15021 762-4737 on your
telephone dial Broadcast hours are 6 a m
until midnight Come by the station on the
6th floor Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
-Admission price The value you put on
public radio

Monday through Friday
• 530 am MORNING EDITION Award• November 20-22
winning news and information program from
AERh0IV Auction - 7-10 p m TV Studios.
National Public Radio with local and
FA 622. Price Doyle Fine Arts Center No
regional news weather and sports from the
admission charge
WKMS newsroom
• October 5
• 900 a m ALLEGRO A morning of
JRT Open House- 8-10'am MSU News
classical music hosted by Margaret Hunt
Office WI 111, Wilson Hall No admission • Noon RADIO
READER Dick Este!! reads charge
from current -best sellers'
_

MUSIC
• September 10
CONCERT- Faculty Showcase Recital --8
pm Farrell Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center Admission'$300
• September 24
CONCERT- Faculty Showcase Recital -8
pm. Farrell Recital Hall Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center Admission $300
• October 4
"Golden Memories V''' Homecoming Dance
- 9 p or - Midnight, Carr Health Building
Gymnasium Admission $5 per person scholar ship donation
• October 8
CONCERT - University Jazz Band. John
Schlabach Director. - 8 pm . Robert E
Johnson Theater
• October 8
CONCERT - First District Music Educators
All-District Chorus - 7 pm,Curris Center
Ballroom
• October 12
FESTIVAL OF CHAMPIONS —Marching
Contest for Select High School Bands.Preliminaries at 10 am Finals at 7 pm.
Stewart Stadium. Admission will be charged
• October 13-14
QUAD STATE STRING FESTIVAL -Opening
Ceremonies & Concert - Murray State
University Chamber Orchestra, Bruce
Chamberlain. Conductor- Sunday.October
13, 3 p m Wrather West Kentucky Museum
Auditorium
Cadet. Junior and Senior Orchestra Concert
- Monday October 14. 7 pm Lovett
Auditorium Free admission

-0

• October 15
CONCERT - University Wind Ensemble
Concert Dennis Johnson Conductor - 8
pm Lovett Auditorium Free admission
• October 18
MCN1A ATTRACTION - Bourbon Street
Jass Band -- 8 pm, Lovett Auditorium
Admission by membership card or MSU
student ID only
• November 2-10
AMERICAN MUSIC WEEK
• November 2
PARENT'S WEEKEND CONCERT -- • DocSeverinsen & Xebron - 8 pm Lovett
Auditorium Sponsored by Student Government Association Admission will be charged
• November 4
OUAD STATE CHORAL FESTIVAL -- Bruce
Chamberlain Director of Choral Activities at
Murray State Guest Conductor - 7 pm
Curris Center Ballroom tree admission
• November 5
FACULTY RECITAL --Carl Rogers.Baritone
"An Evening of American Parlor Songs"
Stephen Brown. Accompanist. - 8 pm
Farrell Recital Hall Free admission
-• November 8
.
CONCERT - University Percussion Ensemble. Tom Vanarsdel Director - Annex
Recital Hall Price Doyle Fine Arts Center 8
p.m. Free admission
• November 10, 1985
CONCERT - University Chorus Bruce
Chamberlain Conductor - 7 p m Location
To Be Announced Free admission
• November 17
MCMA ATRACT1ON --- Atlanta Chamber
Players 3 p m Lovett Auditorium Admission
by membership card or MSU Student 1D
only

• November 18
MASTER CLASSES - Atlanta Chamber
Players
9 a in
Noon Department of
Music 2nd Floor Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center
• November 19
FACULTY RECITAL - Kay Bates Mezzo
Soprano Marie Taylor Accompanist
pm Farrell Recital Hall Free admission
• November 22
CONCERT
University Jazz Band John
Schlabach Director - 8 p or Curris Center
Ballroom Free admission
• November 24
CONCERT - University Choir and Chamber
Orchestra Bruce Chamberlain. Conductor
Wrather West Kentucky Museum Auditorium - 3 30 p m Free admission
• November 25
QUAD STATE JUNIOR BAND FESTIVAL
David A Welts. Coordinator
7 p m Ioyeti
Auditorium Free Admission
• December 5
CONCERT -- Uniirersity Wind Ensemble
DennisJohnson Conductw - 8 p m Corns
Center Ballroom Free admission
• December 8
"HANGING OF THE GREEN
Annual
Seasonal Ceremony University Chou 8
Brass Ensembles
4 pm Curr,s Center
Atrium Free admission
• December 8-11
CHRISTMAS MADRIGAL DINNERS
Dr
Bruce Chamberlain Director
7 p in
Location To Be Announced Call 762-4288
for Reservations Admission will becharged

THEATRE
• October 3 4. 5
THEATRE PRODUCTION - Master Harold
and the Boys by Athol Fugard - BOO
p m Robert E Johnson' Theatre Adults.
$400 All students $300, Season Ticket
• October 17, 18, 19
STUDIO PRODUCTION
Birdbath by
Leonard Math i and Calm Down. Mother by
Megan Terry,- 7-00 pm,Wilson Hall, All
seats $2 og
• November 13. 14, 15, 16
THEATRE PRODUCTION - Grease by JIM
Jacobs and Warren Casey - BOO p.m.,
Robert E Johnson Theatre, Adults.$4 OD:All
students $300, Season Ticket
• December 5,6
STUDIO PRODUCTION - John Browns
Body by Steven Vincent Ben*Wilson Hall, All seals $200

This schedule is subiect to change Tu
confirm scheduled activities Please( all the
Department of Music office at 502 '62 4280
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Murray Ledger ar nines

Rose thinks he
would have been
friend of Cobb's

League honor's two Racers
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (Al' - Middle
Tennessee State tailback Dwight Stone
.has_ be.:111.:Laat.1-1.110 -41144o- • Valley-cooference offensive player of the week for
. his three-touchdown performance against
.enoi r- lthvne.

Two Murray State players also garnished league __144444-44-Fs----a4ter _whipping
Southeast Missouri, 33-25.
Stone. a 6-foot. 195-pound junior, carried
the ball only 12 times, but finished the 37-6
.Blue Raider win with 136 yards.
• Eastern Kentucky linebacker Anthony
Harper. a 5-11, 210 junior, was named the
league's defensive player of the week for
his effort in the Colonels' 16-6 OVC victory
over Akron.
Harper, a sophomore. had 13 solo
tackles and four assists in his first collegiate game.
Kicker Dale Dawson of Eastern Kentucky is the OVC specialist of the week.
Dawson made all three of his field goal at:
tempts from 29. 41 and 40 yards.
Murray State tackle Jeff, Ulmer. a 6-3,
260 senior, graded out at 78 percent in the
Racers • 33-25 victory over Southeast
Missouri to be named,lhe conference's offensive lineman of the week.
Rookie of the-wetk hobors went to Murray State tailback Rodney Payne. Payne
carried 20 times for 115 yards and tied the
school -record -for touchdowns in a Single
game with four.

Jeff timer
Lineman of the Week

44414.,
40
Rodney Payne
Rookie of the Week

Colleae tOotball Top
• 20_ poll

Auburn supplants idle Oklahoma as nations best
The•Associa led Press
th of Bo Jackson's 290-yard, fourt .
.-•hing performance in a 49-7
op,
_
i.out of Southwestern Louisiana.
the
Tigus have. supplante.d
iklatiorna
Just two points as the No. 1 team in
this week's Associated Press college football
-There Was considerable shuffling from last
week's rankings hut the only team to drop out of
the Top Twenty was No. 1.2. Washington.' wt?ich
lost its- opener to Oklahoma ---State 31-17. The
Hus4es were replaced hy Alabama. which made
the rankings - the Crimson Tide is No. 20 - for
t'.i•
lime since the second week of the 19s4
lid ano southern Calitorma climbed
into
:.1.t
as a result ot impressive opening7,-,. toriI.7'.,;. While Florida State. Oklahoma
ite and 1 Ci..‘ moved up from the Secunci Ten
7
Ti-:: They replaced Maryland. defen,
h.11/11) Brigham Young - which
intl :fl- 27,
innin.! streak snapped by
I cLA
- and Nebraska
Auburr
h was No 2 in the first two 19S5
polls re(
first-place votes to I /klahoma's
trom
hat.onwide panel of fin sports writers
ahd sport.i as!ers But the: Tigers. who totaled
.1 :1- it a possible 1.200 points. r.-ceived 25
se. on.1 p:.1.
•.- otes and yi en' not rated lower

than seventh on any ballot while two voters placed okliila--irriain the Second Ten nullifying the
Si it ners. edge in first-place votes. Oklahoma.
•II reteived 1,116 points, does not open its
Florida, a .35-23 winner over Miami, jumped
trom .filth to third with -three first-place votes
and 974 points. The Gators replaced Southern
Methodist, which had to come from behind to
defeat Texas-El Paso 35-23 and slipped to sixth.
Southern Cal rose from sixth to fourth with six
tirst-place ballots and 970 points on the strength
of a 20-10 triumph over Illinois. which had been
No. 11 but fell ,to 19th. Iowa. which has not yet
played a game, slipped from fourth to fifth with
five first-place votes and 911 points. Sixth-place
SMI received the other two first-place ballots
and 908 points.
Florida State vaulted from 17th to seventh with
755 points by upsetting No. 10 Nebraska 17-13 and
Oklahoma State went from 16th to-eighth with 741
points by defeating Washington 31-17.
Ohio State, which gets underway this weekend,
remained in ninth place with 686 points while
UCLA shot from 20th to 10th with 612 points by
beating BYU and dropping the Cougars from
eighth to 16th. Maryland, which had been No. 7,
lost to Penn State 20-18-and skidded to 17th. The
victory boosted moved the Nittany Lions from
19th to 11th.

23 Different Varieties of Frosty Acres
Fresh Frozen Vegetables In Stock
Baby

Limas

20 Lb

$

899

20 Lb $

1689

Purple Hull

Peas
••

Blackeyed

. Peas

20 Lb $ 1 699

Country

Backbone

Lb

59

Lb.

$1 39

Partins

Sausage

The AP Top Twenty
- -By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in the Associated
-PI58 college- loOtball" poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, season record, total
points based on 20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-12-1110-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 and last week's ranking:
Record Pts Pvs
1.A'uburn (161
1-0-0
1,118 2
2.0klahoma (28)
0-0-0
1,116
1
3.Florida (3)
1-0-0
974
5
4.Southern Cal(6)
1-0-0
970 6
5.lowa(5)
0-0-0
911^ 4
6.So. Methodist(2)
1-0-0
908 3
7'.Florida State
2-0-0
755 17
8.0klahoma State
1-0-0
741 16
9.0hio State
0-0-0
686 9
10.UCLA
1-0-0
612 20
11 Penn State
1-0-0
516 19
12.I.SU
0-0-0
476 13
13.Notre Dame
0-0-0
456 14
14.Arkansas
0-0-0
439 15
15.South Carolina
2-0-0
329 18
16.Brigham Young
1-1-0
294 8
17.Maryland
0-1-0
251
7
18.Nebraska
0-1-0
240 10
19.111inois
0-1-0
198 11
20.Alabama
1-0-0
175 -

MSU hoop team opens against Netherlands
For the first time
since 1980, the MuIrray
State University me '
basketball team will
open its season with an
exhibition game against
a foreign team when the
Racers host
Netherlands-Team Permalens on Saturday,
Nov. 16. at 7:30 p.m. in
Racer Arena.
For the past four
years, the Racers have
played exhibition games
against the Marathon

Oil AAU team comprised of former area collegiate players. The last
time MSU played a
foreign team was Nov.
22, 1980. when the
Racers downed
England-Team Fiat by
a score of 91-82. The
season prior to that.
MSU defeated the
Australian National
Team by an 83-84 score.
"We're pleased to
have the Netherlands
team on our schedule."

14 lb Box Quarter Pounders 100%

Ground Beef $ 799
Patties

OPENING
--
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Choice Sides of

Beef

No charge for cutting

SHOWTIME

wrapping & Freezing
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225 to 300 lb.

$ 1 1 9lb

- Wholesale & Retail Meat -

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-1601
On. Mon Fri
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.ro.- 12 p.m. Sat
Food Stamps
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray

MOWES
Rental & Soles
iameavirciarwworiarrav

Friday, Sept. 13
Dixieland
Shopping Center

noted first-year head
coach Steve Newton.
"Marathon Oil has
given us strong competition in the past, and we
appreciate all that
they've done for our
team, but I believe exposure to the rougher
game that's played on
the international level
will, help prepare our
players for the difficult
schedule we face this
season."
The Racers open their
regular season on Saturday. Nov. 23, when they
host William Penn in an
8 p.m. game at Racer
Arena. The starting
time has been moved
back from the normal
7:30 p.m. time to accomodate Racer fans
who will be traveling
back from the Western
Kentucky-MSU football
game, to be played that
day at 1 p.m. in Bowling
Green.

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
- CINCINNATI (AP)- You sometimes get the
feeling that Pete Rose is caught -in a cruel time
warp, a victim of some/mad scientist who found
sh .wa,y to fast-forward this throwback
iryerinto
MO&rn baseball:
Spiritually. Rose belongs to another, simpler
time, an era he has thrust into the public consciousness with his relentless assault on Ty
Cobb's all-time hit record.
He and Ty are tied at 4,191 now. so Rose felt
comfortable talking about Cobb before sitting
out Monday night's 2-1 victory against San
Diego. keeping the record on hold for one more
day. You get the feeling they would have liked
each other, given Cobb's reputation and Rose's
style.
u--Yeah, I think I would've probably got along
with Cobb," he said, fondling the bat that is
never far away from his side these days. "He'd
probably like to have me hit in front of him."
Brash, huh? Sure. That's Rose. That, too, we
have been told, was Cobb..And, they say, the
man was a few other things, none of them very
nice. Rose, however, prefers not to rely on the
hearsay.
"I wish I could talk to someone who -knew
him," he said. "You can't be that bad a guy with
4,191 hits."
There are, however, the stories. Some of them,
Rose Suspects, have been embellished with the
passage of time. One which Rose repeated involved an 'incident that occurred at Yankee
Stadium.
"In those days. you had to go through the
Yankee dugout to reach both clubhouses," Rose
began. "Well, before a game,Cobb came into the
dugout and was sitting on the bench. One of the
Yankees came in and said 'Get out of here, you
son of a ... beehive.' " Or something to that
effect.
•
Now there was a glint in Rose's eye as he continued the story.
"They • were taking batting practice. They
didn't have a batting cage in those days. The
Yankees were straggling off the field and Cobb
jumped in to be the first -one. They say he-hit 1,5.
straight balls, one after the other, all of theni into
the Yankee dugout."
By now. Rose's eyes were dancing gleefully at
the anecdote. He loved it. even if he saw ,a little
flaw in it.
"No way a guy sits there and waits for 15 balls
to be hit at him. He probably hit one. But that's
the story.
"He Was tough.
Rose's Cobb.st.ories came from the late Waite
Hoyt, a Hall of Fame pitcher who broadcast Ctn.,
cinnati games for many years.
Twenty-two years ago, when Rose was a rookie
making $7.000 a year. wearing Alpaca sweaters
because he didn't own a suit, Hoyt would take
him out to dinner and enchant him with tales of
baseball's past and the fabled cast of characters
who molded the sport.
The old man and the kid spent hours together,
one telling stories, the other hanging on every
word. Hoyt's supply of stories seemed endless
and Rose was an ideal afidience.
So the rookie learned about Babe Ruth,
resplendent in his red robe with the white "BR"
monogram, ordering hotel bellboys to fill
bathtubs full of beer - no liquor, just beer - for
post-game parties.
. And Hoyt regaled Rose with the story of the
time he and some teammates visited- a Chicago
speakeasy and asked to see "The Big Guy," only
to be ushered in for a private audience with Al
Capone, who generously offered his guests a sip
of his private bubbly.
"That'd be thrilling for me," Rose said. "to
walk into 'The Big Guy's' office. He'd have to
give you a tip on a horse, wouldn't-he?"
Rose was reminded that Monday would have
been Hoyt's 86th birthday, and wouldn't the
record-breaking hit be:a nice tribute to his old
friend. Rose just smiled.
"I wish I could have gotten it on my birthday,"
he said. "That was April 14."
Cobb would have liked that answer.
Rose returns to the Reds' lineup tonight
against a San Diego right-hander. His name?
LaMarr Hoyt.

UK Whites triumph, 50-0

LEXINGTON, Ky.. many dropped passes.
(AP) - Mark Logan Nobody had any zip. We
rushed for 122 yards and didn't perform like we
two touchdowns as the 'hoped."
White team defeated the
Kentucky opens its
Blue team 50-0 in Ken- season Saturday at
tucky's intrasquad home against Bowling
scrimmage Saturday.
Green.
Quarterback Bill
"Now we get down to
Ransdell completed 13 preparing for Bowling
Elf-27- passes- -For 135
Green and perhaprtliat yards and one will pep us up,"
touchdown for_the White Claiborne said.
team.
Coach Jerry
Claiborne still wasn't
pleased with his
players' performance.
'We didn't do well in
the first half," he said.
"We didn't throw the
Advance tickets for
ball well and we had too
the Murray High football game at Mayfield
this Friday will go on
For all your T•oyel Reeryotions Coll
sale today at both-MRS
and the Murray board
office.
Advance tickets will
be available until 2 p.m.
Friday for $2 students,
$3 adults. All tickets at
the gate will be sold for
•epresenr,ng
$3
American and International Troveltime
Game r time
Mayfield will be 7:30
p.m.-

Marjorie and Bill Major
7,53-0880

F

MHS-Mayfield
ad‘ance tickets
on ,,ale today
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such Texas cities as
Waco, Dallas and Tyler,
will be culminated with
a masters' tournament
at Midland featuring the
players with the most
points accumulated
from the previous five
weeks.
Although the money
won't be anything to
write home about —
most Of the qualifying
tournaments pay $10,000
with $1,500 going to the
winner — the experience will be worth
the expense. Or so
Thomas hopes.
"This is something
I've always dreamed
about doing," said
Thomas, an Alabama
native who transferred
to Murray State as a

junior college player
two years ago.
"I'm in pretty 'good
shape. I've played
several tournaments
this summer and I'm
ready to take a shot at
it."
Thomas holds the
MSU marks for best
single -season record
(44-6) and best two-year
total (81-12). He won all
four Ohio Valley Conference championships
possible, winning at
No.2 and No.4 singles
and at No.1 and No.3
doubles during his brief
Racer tennis career.
Thomas' coach, Bennie Purcell, says if
anyone can make a go at
the pros — Barry can.
"It takes a real

athlete ... a guy with
mental stability to go
out and practice four or
five hours a day if he
gets beat, to make it on
the Satellite Circuit). If
Barry had enough sponsors for him to play the
circuit for two years, I
feel assured he could
make it," Purcell said.
Theo MSU mentor,
4/hose own son Mel has
peaked as high as the
'low 20s in the world tennis rankings, said
Thomas is one of the
best athletes he's ever
coached at Murray
State.
"He's even a better
athlete than Mats
(Ljungman, MSU
career victory leader).
Mats was quicker and I

always thought he could
make a go of it on the
clay courts. Mats
always had the ability to
stay on the court and hit
balls forever.
"Barry, right now
though, could probably
jump higher, hit a better
overhead shot and outvolley Mats. Even when
Mel comes to town to
practice sometimes,
Barry wins a set or two
from him."
But even with the
pump of winning a set or
two from the younger
Purcell, Thomas remains a down-to-earth
guy, avoiding pedestals
until he can prove
himself in Texas this
fall and possibly in
Florida next March on
the spring circuit.
"I'm not a Mel
Purcell. I realize that,"
Thomas said Monday.
"But you have to start
-somewhere and if I can
just win enough ATP
points to qualify for the
bigger tournaments —
that's my goal right
now.,,
Thomas has improved
his serve, "good enough
to get a few cheap points
now and then," he says,
and with his daily

workout of four to six
hours of tennis he intends to give the pros his
best shot.
—
"I know the competition will be tough. I just
hope I play over my
head the first few weeks
to get my feet on the
ground. I've had some
good experience,
especially_ (at MSU)
where we've played
some top caliber teams
and some good players.
Now, I'm going to try
the pros and make the
best of it."
The key to Thomas'
success, says his coach,
is getting a favorable
tournament draw early
and avoiding getting
down on himself.
"If he can go up
against a couple of
unseeded players and
beat them before he
goes up against a seeded
player, he should be
able to build some confidence. Then, if he
beats the seeded player,
the boost should be
enough to carry him
through the next week
or two," Purcell noted.
"If he just doesn't get
discouraged right away
he'll make a player out
of himself just because
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Thomas taking a shot at pro tennis Satellite Circuit
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Transplanted Murrayan Barry Thomas
will be making a bid to
become the second
representative of the city to join the pro tennis
ranks.
The first and foremost
pro, Mel Purcell, is coincidentally the son of
Thomas college coach
Bennie Purcell.
Thomas will be making his pro bid this
weekend when he
travels to Corpus
Christi, Tex., for the
first qualifying tourney
of the United States Tennis Association Satellite
Circuit.
The five-week circuit,
which encompasses

.-•

that:s the way he is.
He's the hardest working player I've ever
coached at Murray."
As far as the official
announcement of 'going
pro' is concerned,
Thomas says anybody
with money can take a
shot at the big time. But
It takes dough to go.
Thomas will be backed for the first circuit by
local businessmen.
Without them, Thomas
admits, he couldn't afford the travel or

expenses
"Hey, without them
and Coach ( Purcell ), I'd
nev,er be able to do this.
I'd never have the opportunity. Coach has
helped me in so many
ways — getting backers,
helping me out this summer ... he's like a second
father to me. Without
him I'd be out on the
street somewhere, cutting grass or
something."
But even with this opportunity , perhaps
Thomas will be out on
the streets anyway.
That is, the streets of
success, or, at least for
now the streets of Texas
awaiting his next pro
match.

Del Purcell makes semis in Senior Closed
LOUISVILLE — Murray amateur Del
Purcell made a good
showing in the Kentucky
State Senior Closed tennis tournament over the
weekend.
Purcell; older brother
of Murray tennis pro
Mel- Purcell, advanced
to the men's 30s singles
semifinals before losing
GOIN' PRO — Former Murray State tennis star Barry Thomas intends to take
a shot at the' pro
Satellite Circuit which begins Friday in Corpus Christi, Tex. Backed by local busines
smen, Thomas will
play for live weeks to try and accumulate enough points to qualify for the masters
event in Midland,
Tex., this fall.
File photo by Jim Rector

1

peting in the women's
10K 40-44 group, won her
division with a 64:50
time — only seconds
ahead of a platoon of
soldiers from Fort
Campbell. After the
race the Fort Campbell
representatives awarded her with a company tshirt and cap for a race
well-run.
Other Murray women
In the 10K run included
Patty Alvey (53:50),
Ann Henry (53:45), Eva
King (47:31) and Gail
Vincent (54:05).
Several Murray men
also participated in the
Hoptown Hustle, led by

season opener then rebounded with victories
over Class 3A power
Danville and 4A contender Shelby County,
received the other two
first-place votes.
Ashland Blazer was
No. 4, while Laurel
County, at 4-0, was fifth.
Ballard, which returned 15 starters from last
year's team that lost to
Christian County in the
4A championship game,
received six No. 1 votes
and 49 total points.
Ballard has defeated
Shelby County and
Louisville Central this
season.
No. 2 Trinity received
three top votes and 42
points, while No. 3 Male
received the other two
first-place votes.
Eastern was No. 4 in
Jefferson County 4A,
while DeSales was ranked fifth.
Covington Catholic.
3-0, also displaced
several 3A powers with
four first-place votes
and 40 total points. The
Colonels have defeated
Boone County, No. 5
Newport. and Ft.
Thomas Highlands this
season.
Meade County was
one-point back of Covington Catholic in No. 2,
while last year's 3A
titlist. Danville was No.
3, and. perennial power
Paducah Tilghman was
fourth.
Paducah Tilghman's
only loss this year was
13-3 to 4A Owensboro.

In the 10K run. Adam
Lanning finished third
in his age group with a
49:59, Bailey Gore
finished fourth in his
Also in the 5K run, age group with a 52:06,
Greg Travis placed and Ken Purcell was
third with his 18:49 time clocked in 45:50 in the
in the men's 20-24 group. 35-39 age group

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

Trigg - County. with
star running back Al
Baker. was ranked
fourth and
Prestonsburg and Bardstown tied for fifth
place.
Undefeated
Beechwood, last year's
Class A champions,
received three top votes
and 32 points, edging out
Russellville and
Pikeville, which tied for
second, by two votes
Russellville received
three first-place votes
and Pikeville four.
Russellville's only loss
the season so far was
14-8 to 2A Trigg County.
Three-time champion
Paris, last year's Class
A runner-up, was
fourth, while Harrodsburg, which receiv-

ed the other tirst-place
vote, was fifth.

State AAAA
1 Henderson Coo ,6 ,
3 0 46
2 Owensboro r
ri 36
3 Lea Lafayette r 2
2 1 31
4 Ashland Blazer
3-0 22
5.12turel Co
40 06
Others receis trig ,otes Boone Co
Clark Co Shen,. Co Christian Co .
Madison Central Laurel Co . Lex
Henry Clay Boyd Co and Marshall
Co
Class AAA
I Co,
.4
3.0 40
2 Meade Co , 3 .
2 U 39
3 Danville
I 1 32
4 l'aducah Tilghman , 1 ,
I 1 15
5 Newport ,l
II 11
• Others receiving soles Johnson
Central, N01.41441 Co Clay Cu t:
Hardin ,Cawood Russell Erlanger
Lloyd Hopkinsville and Franklin
Simpson

Neu York I Wbitsofl 9 71 at Milwaukee 'Haas
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BATTING 1333 at bats, - Boggs. Boston
362
Brett Kansas City 343, Mattingly New York 330,
Bilenderson New York 329 Bochte. Oakland 311
Butler Cles eland 311
PITCHINi •ii decisions , - Guidry New York
I. 5, 763
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San Diego at Cincinnati. in ,
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•4TION AL LEV;t I.
BATTING 335 at bats , - McGee Stiaount
Guerrero. ,Lcia Angeles 321 Herr Stbouis Sti
Raines, MOntrral, 311 Sandberg. Chicago 30s
PITCHING .11 clecitoons - Franco 'in,
122. 857 1 814 Gooden New York 20,4 833 I 74 Hi
shiver Los Angeles, 14-3 624 2 13 Hawkins Sac
Diego. 17.5.. 773 297 -IAelch LOS Angeles to.3 76k
233
SA% ES - Reardon
Montreal
33
LeSnotr
Chicago 28 ((Smith Houston. 22 Sutler. Atlanta 22
Gossage San Diego 21
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Major League Baseball Leaders

Class A
I Beechsvorad , 3,
2 0 32
2 Russellville '3,
2 1 30
. tie , Pikeville 14 ,
o 30
4 Paris
2 1 24
3 Harrodsburg , 1 o
others receiving sore,
Cumberland, Henry C11
Muir.,
Rath Co
Carroll Co
'
Rareland Pa1ntsville Fulton C

AI, "15 ('move

7,

Kansas City r Leibrandt 14.74 at California , Mc
Caskill 9 10 r. n
Cleveland i Easterly 4 0 t at Seattle 1 Wills 4-71 in,
Texas 'Guzman 0-0 , at Oakland rCodiroli 10.121. In,
Wednesday's Games
Texas at Oakland
Detroit at Toronto in,
Baltimore at Boston in.

Class AA
1 Corbin 16
311 e,
2 Newport Catholo , 3,
3 0 4.
3 Mayfield , 2.
4 Trigg Co
I: 10
5 Prestonsburg
tie I Bardstown
•
11 11,5
Others ret riving votes Ft Koos
Glasgow Harrison Co Russell C0
Somerset Mest Carter and Todd
Central

753-8355

Minor League Baseball
Minnesota at Chicago , n
AMERICAN LEAGUE
New York at Milwaukee n
East Division
Kansas City at California n
W L
Pct
GB
Cleveland at Seattle n
Toronto
86 Si
6215
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Sew York
64 52
618
iii
East Division
Baltimore
71 62
534 13
L
Pct
GB
oetrolt
71 63
5= HUE
New York
(42 53
607
Boston
87 89
493 161
, St Louis
82 53
807
Milwaukee
60 76
441 25%9
Montreal
73 62
51
541
Cleveland
49 89
355
PIRIadelphia
66 66
493 15Lii
West Division
Chicago
63 70
firl 17
Kansas City
77 59
566 Pittsburgh
43 90
323 as
California
77 60
302
4.9
West Division
Chicago
66 68
500
9
Los Angeles
7955
5911
riakland
68 70
493 10
Cincirrnati
71 83
530
6
Seattle
64 73
467 134
San Diego
70 66
515 10
%I innesota
62 74
456 13
Houston
66
69
489 13L
,
Texas
50 86
368 27
Atlanta
51477
430 21,
"
Monday's Games
San Francisco
53 42
393 26,
9
Baltimore at Boston. ppd rain
Monday's Games
Toronto 5, Detroit 3
OM :moat,' 2 San Diego 1
Minnesota 5. Chicago 0
1.0, Angeles 9 Atlanta 7
Ness York 9 Milwaukee 4. 10 innings
Chin ago 1 St Louis 1
California 7 Kansas City 1
Hou,tor, 4 san Francisco 2
Seattle 4. Cleveland 7 12 Innings
only garner, si heduled
Texas 3, Oakland 1
Tuesday's Games
Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles Honeycutt 7 12 and
Castillo 2.1 at
Baltimore 'Davis 9-7 and Boddicker 12 14 , at Boston
%Canta Mahler 17 14 and Perez 1.0 , , 2. it-n.
Hurst 10 10 and Boyd 12 11 r. '1-n,.
SI Low, it:its 158. at New York Darling
14.5, in
Detroit !Morris 14.9 at Toronto I Alexander 14 ,
Montreal .1krpson 0-11 at Philadelphia 'Hudson
n
:1
n
Minnesota ,Blyleven 13-14 at Chicago 1 Davis 2-2,
r'Si.,.
'
.' Engle 1 3 at Pittsburgh • DeLeon 2.16.

The game. played at
Memphis State's Liberty Bowl Stadium. will
kickoff at 7:30 p.m.
Advance tickets at the
Murray State ticket office cost $4 general admission. $12 field level
seats.

"l'he top ti-ants an the Kentucky
Asso' rated Press high school foot
ball polls with first place votes,
records and total points
Jeff Co AAAA
I Lou Ballard ,6 ,
2.0 49
2 Lou Trtnits .3 •
2.0 12
3 Lou Male
2-0 30
4 Lou 6:astern
2-0 14
3 Lou DeSales
2-0 08
Others fitters mg soles Lou Holy
Cross lam Mestern Lou Seneca
Lou
alles i.oll Southern

901 SYCAMORE

llajor League Baseball Standings

MSU ticket deadline Thursda),

Danville's loss came to
4A Lafayette, 7-4.
Meade County received three first-place
votes, while Paducah
Tilghman and Newport
received one top vote
each.
Corbin, a three-time
Class 2A champ, received six first-place votes
and 45 points. In addition to its victory over
4A Lafayette, Corbin
has bested Knox Central
13-0 and Madison Central 40-14.
Newport Catholic, the
defending 2A champ,
was ranked second and
received three firstplace votes. No. 3
Mayfield received the
other two top votes.

In quarterfinal action,
Purcell-Cooper beat
Rick Sweet-Jay Strange
in straight sets, 6-2, 6-2

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Unbeaten Henderson (3-0) off to No.1 start
in Class 4A; Murray mentioned in first poll
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Henderson
County, off to an impressive 3-0 start,
bested perennial powers
such as Owensboro and
Christian County in
balloting for the No. 1
ranking in state Class
4A in the first Kentucky
Associated Press high
school football poll of
the season.
Louisville Ballard
earned the top honor in
Jefferson County 4A,
while Covington
Catholic topped Class
3A, Corbin in Class 2A
and Beechwood was No.
1 in Class A in balloting
by sportswriters and
sportscasters from
across the state.
Henderson County
received six of 11 firstplace votes and outdistanced No. 2
Owensboro by 10 points.
Henderson County, led
by senior quarterback
Rodger Brown, defeated
Owensboro Apollo 40-6
last weekend. The Colonels limiteetheir opponents to just .97 total
yards.
Henderson County has
also defeated Christian
County, last year's 4A
champion, 32-25 and
Evansville Memorial
34-25 this season.
Owensboro, with wins
over Class 3A power
Paducah Tilghman and
Owensboro Catholic,
received 36 points and
three first-place votes.
No. 3 Lafayette, which
lost 17-7 to Corbin in its

In doubles Purcell
teamed with Chuck
Cooper and the duo advanced to the semifinals

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

a first-place finish in the
5K 40-44 group by Eddie
Hunt. His time was
20:09.

Racer football
fans who have tickets or
intend to purchase pregame tickets to the Murray State-Memphis
State game on Saturday
must pick up their
tickets by Thursday. 3
p.m.

Dave Compton and Rick
Shafferman. ComptonShafferman eliminated
Purcell-Cooper, 3-6, 7-6,
7-6.

before falling to eventual 30s doubles champs

SCOREBOARD

Local runners fare well in Hoptown Hustle
HOPKINSVILLE —
Despite a mixup in race
results for the women
contestants, several
Murray runners
brought home top
honors from the Hoptown Hustle 5K and 10K
road races on Saturday.
Although none of the
women's trophies werehanded out after the
races, Brenda McNutt
came in first in the 5K
25-29 age group with a
time of 25:30. Lisa
Meyer. another Murrayan in the same age
division, finished in
28:30.
Billie Burton, com-

to Louisville's Dave
Compton, 6-3. 7-6 (7-5).
Purcell downed Jamie
Howell of Hopkinsville.
6-3, 5-7, 6-3, in quarterfinal action at the
Louisville Tennis Club.
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Monday's Game
I',las 44 Mashington i 4
Thursday Scot 12
Angeles Raiders at Kansas ''Its
Sunday Sept IS
Buflaho at Ness York Jets
innati at St Louis
I 'atlas at I irtroil
Houston at Nashinglon
Indianapolis at Miami
Los Angeles !tarns at Yhtladerphia
\,'a England at Cho ago
Minnesota al Tampa Bay .
New Orleans at Denver
New York Giants at Green Bay
.filanta at San Francisco
Seattle at- San Diego
Monday Sept 16
I '11I•borgh at Cies eland

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE
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Gift-Hungry Graduate
Voted Most Likely
to Give Offense

Daily
•
DEAR ABBY: Reading your column daily has taught me a lot about
.the brash-nes.
s of some people, but
nothing I had read prepared me for
the following • A woman I'm not well
acquainted with (we chat' when we
see each other at the grocery store.
which is seldom i appeared at my
door last May.
•
had buried my mother Ow previous day and was feeling very tired,
so I was still in bed at noon. When I
went ti, the door, this woman chided
me for still being in my bathrobe. I
explained the situation. thinking
she would apologize for intruding
and leave. Instead, she went on to
tell me in great detail about her own
mother's death, which had occurred
years ago. Then she thrust an invitation to her daughter's high school
graduation in my hand and left. (I
didn't even know this Woman had a
daughter.
It's now September. Yesterday my
phone rang and the caller identified
herself as so-and-so's daughter. I
had no idea who she was talking
about until she explained that her
mother had given me an invitation
to her graduation. She said that
since she had not received'a graduation gift from me, she figured I had
probably put money in an envelope
and had forgotten to mail it.
I told her as tactfully as I could
that I had done neither. Then she
'said."That's all right.just put some
morieviin an envelope and I'll come

Legal

1

1

Lega

2

Child
Lindsey Shea White
Grandparents
John & Oneida White •
Bobby & Wanda Osbrcon
Great Grandparents
Rupert & Roy Mae Ni.
Beauton Osbron
Otis & Gabe Wilson
Naomi White

The Housing Authority of Murray...KY is accepting bids for materials and installation
of approximately 400 squares .fiberglass,
sealed-down, roofinkshingles, of not less

than 215-wt.
Well, to be honest, I feel comfortable
calling them Mr. and Mrs. Jones
Bids will be accepted until 2:00 p.m.
because. it shows respect, and I've
September 20. 1985. Bid Opening will be held
never called them anything else.
at 2:00 p.m.. September 20, 1985. Bid award
Barbara has ho trouble calling my
will be made within 10 days following bid
parents "Mom and Dad," whiolrlr
pening.
what she calls her.parents. but I'd
feel awkward calling anyone except
General Conditions of Bid and Contract,
my own parents by those names.
the situation?
Using their first names seems disSpecifications and locations of buildings
FLABBERGASTED respectful.
may be obtained at the Housing Authority
What do other newlyweds de I
Office, located at 716 Nash Drive. Murray.
DEAR FLABBERGASTED: am open to suggestions.
KY. after 9:00 a.m. September 10c 1985.
Such people can be classified as
TONGUE-TIED
ignorant, nervy, grasping and
The Housing Authority reserves the right to
totally lacking in judgment and
DEAR TONGUE-TIED: Some
accept Or reject any or all bids in the beiiok
sensitivity. But before you judge, in-laws are called "Mother
interest of the Housing Authority.
please consider that both the Betty" and "Father Paul," or
girl and her mother could be Mom and Dad Jones. Or just
mentally deficient. And I would plain Mama and Papa, or whathave handled the situation just ever one's spouse calls them. It
as you did.
may be a bit awkward at first,
Invitation To Bid
but
it gets easier with time. Most
The City ot Murray will accept bids for
•••
in-laws don't care what their
nick,up trucks to be used by the public
kids call them, as long as they
works and utilities operations. SpecificaDEAR ABBY: I have a very per- call them.
tions are available at the office of the Ciplexing -.problem. Hqw should inty Clerk, 5th and Poplar Street, Murray.
laws be addressed? I've been married
Kentucky. Bids are to be delivered to the
to their daughter for four months,
DEAR ABBY: Concerning "KickCity Clerk's Office by 4:00 p.m., CST.
and so far I have avoided calling ing Myself," who wants to know
Thursday 3:00, September 26. 1985. The
them anything.
•
how to answer people who ask quesMurray City Council reserves the right to
During the two anda half years I tions like,"Is that dress new?" and,
accept the lowest or best bid or to reject
courted "Barbara," I've called her "How much did you pay for it?":
any or all bids stibniitted
parents Mr. and Mrs. Jones (not
I had a nosy person ask me once,
their real names), but after the "How much is your car payment?" I
wedding, it didn't seem right, so I answered with,"Why? Are you offerasked them what they wanted me to ing to make the next payment?"
2 .Notice
call them. and they said, "Call us
2 .Notice
That shut him up fast.
anything you feel comfortable with."
NOT TALKING IN ARIZONA

right over and get it because I'm
going shopping today and wanted
to buy a few things."
I was so angry I told her I was in
no position to give her any money,
then I hung up.
•
. Abby, is there a classification for
people like this? If so, what is it?
Also, how would you have handled

DUNNA WAY
BODY SHOP

-

SCUTTSDALEr Ariz
250 of the fastmoving takes only Saturday
AP_ - Aided by a arachnids each night.
night off, wears a heavy
black light. Darwin
Embedding them in pair of boots, well-worn
Tex'• Alldredge prowls resin, he turns them into blue jeans, an
old shortthe desert. tweezers-and
paper weights, belt sleeved shirt, and
tongs in hand. looking buckles, bola ties and baseball - cap. He atunder brittle pushes and key chains.
taches to his NiTalit a
between._ the twigs of
Alldredge, 72, mattes gallon-sized plastic milk
mesquite.
a nightly routine of fin- bottle which has the top
He's collecting scor- ding a spot in the desert cut out. He hand-car
ries
pions Or black widow to hunt the elus4ve scor- a black
light that is
.-piders. Or tarantulas.
pions from which he hooked up to a 'motorcyIf he is quick enough, makes these items.' He cle battery. The battery
and all conditions are does not hunt black is placed in a basket and
right - such as a breeze widows nor tarantulas carried ov-er one
blowing and no at the same time nor in shoulder.
moonlight - he can the same location.
This night he was
gather between 100 and
The collector, who looking for small-to
3Ll5 r'RIVER SAO
L

I ALSO FORGOT MY
LUNCH AND MY HOMEWORK AMP I M
PROBABLY SITTING
IN THE WRONG PE5K,

SO I

H.\.7 TO

medium-sized scorpions. The big ones are

left

undisturbed,

"If a person got stung,
it would only be like a
wasp -sting.", he said.
"I've only been stung
three or four times in.
the past six years."
'
He explained that the
bark scorpion is the only
poisonous scorpion of
the 11 varieties in
Arizona. It is found
around the bark of dead
trees, such as saguaro
cactus.

Correction lot
Grandparents Day
Child Terra Vance
Grandparents
Sue & Louie Williams •
Mr & Mrs Edwin Vance
Great Grandma •
Vesta Hamby

NO CREDIT
CHECK!
LIMITED OFFER

GUARANTEED'
For application call
LMEDIT
1-800-637-6680
(toll freel

HOUSE PLANTS
Low Low Prices
Largest
Variety Ever
JONES
LANDSCAPING
& NURSERY
407 N. 12th
753-1 725

WANTED:

15 Years
Experience
In Collision
Repair
Estimates
Welcome

^

liZT Ceramics Christ-

mas hours Mon.-Fri.
ip.m.-9p.m., Tues.
6p.rn.-9p.m. 94 East 14
miles. Phone 474-8827.

Hear
Albert Hill
Tonight
7:30 p.m.
7th & Poplar
Church of
Christ

COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cut/set$10.00.
Perms $ 2 5 . Call
753-0658. Closed Sat.
NEEDED immediately 64
people seriously interested in losing weight.
Call 1-800-992-9991.

Cindi Lin
Ceramics
Classes Tue.-Thurs.
200 p.m til 10 p.m
1 mile from Murray
Hwy. 94 East
Phone 753-0079

NEW change over tires,
205-75-R15 All Season
Radials as low as 9250 a
set installed. Rudolph

1-10W PIP I KNOW TWAT?

Goodyear 753-0595

4I

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER

406

kildt•

Has
Heavy Duty
Mufflers For

V:w
)
1
wELL,GOYS,TIAERE'S ONE
THING WE NEED BEFORE
WE GO INTO THE MOVIE.

IV LIKE. THE BANANA-FLAVORED
TOOTH BUSTERS,THE FLAMING

THAT
WILL BE

MOOTH THINGS, THE TRIPLE-

$2995

d %„

95

Ala ta
Ore
)
- WA
7`100

-1
o -7E7=

im4IP 9-

14
001
f3

Installed
200 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-6001

itsti

WITH THE
4044.1 e(A
R
.i
•
llc:
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C
7

SNACKS:

°LW
Ar4A.'

UH,HOW ABOUT JUST
SOME POPCORN

1189.50

BUTTERED NOT CLUSTERS AND
THREE PUMPKIN FIZZ SOPA

5. Lost and

'04)Wm

eat.
_vo
;06C*1114'-"Y

Through patience and training, Professor
Carmichael believed he was one of the few
scientists who could freely visit the Wakendas.
'/ I I

753-0159.
LOST large German

Shepherd dog at 121 &
Roy Graham Rd. Call
753-0858 or 753-8943.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

2'RECTiON
%Num

ACROSS

\f' THE
T ONE.
DONE WITH
THE
'

ITS TI-lE FIRST
TIME THAT'S
EVER HAPPENED'

I WONDER
WI-lAT I
DID WRONG'

Pvelg*

I5 THERE ANY CHANCE
ADU MiGHT GET BACK
TOGETHR

HE'S PLANNING 70 HAVE
THE DIVORCE PAPERS

I DOUBT IT

S164
- .)
;

,

BRONZED

33 Silver symbol
34 Damp
1 South American 36 Talk idly
38 Breakfast item
rodent
39 Goddess of
5 Country dance
discord
8 Develop
41 Insignia
12 Winglike
43 Wearies
13 Devoured
45 Expect
14 Mother of
48 Places for
Castor and
combat
Pollux
50 Virtuous
15 Roadside
51 Memorandum
restaurants
52 Time gone by
17 Disgraced
54 Basketball's
19 Declare
Willis
20 Aromas
55 Was aware of
21 Lease
56 Burst
23 Bard
57 Transgresses
24 Seed container
DOWN
26 Railroad station
28 Female sheep
1 Cushions
31 Teutonic deity
'2•Landed
32 Roman bronze
3 Absurd report

s••

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PACT
EDIT
ERE
ODOR
METE
VIA
TENET
MEANEST
TA I LOR
ARKS
PART
UT
SPY
ADO
CREATE
AB
TAL
HE
BE
ALE
ER
REDEEM
POD
MOW
AL
APES
REAL
GREASE
EXPLAIN
CHAOS
IL
PLEA
ESAU
ATE
TADS
SERE
4 Rugged
mountain
crest
5 Possesses
6 Antitank: abbr.
8

9

10

11

4

lil

14

111

•.`

Mill Mu
il
Mil
kill ill
MN
N•Milli
fill
filill
ii
NU WI•MIWI ill
Mil
ill ill
MIN
ill
Nil
II
WI WISSUU
WI
WIWI•II
Id
_ II
WI
lil

8ur fiv Cr-EP Pu.virroks Jurvece,„
7RAN5PORT 5771L R7LLZW5 ANCieNr
CARAVAN TRA/L5„ON FOUR 4C-66..

soNT Ft.-44ES
FLY INV/549LY
6 fet/LC4 490vf.„

Found

LOST 3 1/2 year old
German Shepherd,
female. Lost in area
South of Paradise Resort. Anyone knowing
the where abouts call

)i
70 IF AN
ENEMY WITH
A RIFLE
GAME AT YOU
FROM THAT

MC VISA

Reciewe a MasterCard or Visa
credit card regardless of your
Rest credit history or present
marital status
(No Sayings
Account Required")

12 People who
would like to learn
to knit. Zelma
Coates will teach
beginner knitting
classes. Starting
Sept. 26th. For
more information
call 474-8827.

404-4 North
4th Street

Notice
Correction For
Grandparent's Day

IN VITATION TO BID

By Abigail Van Buren

Collector Ii mls commercial use for scorpions

:
.,c

CLASSIFIEDS

9

7 Affirmative
8 Clearing
9 Distant
10 River in
Germany
11 Lumps
16 Tear
18 Cry of owl
22 Rips
23 Stations
24 Church bench
25 Crude metal
27 Edible seed
29 Move from
side to side
30 Urge on
35 Cylindrical
36 City in Italy
37 Greenland
settlement
38 Pencil rubber
40 Renovate
42 Cognizant of
43 Large cistern
44 Metal
46 Roman road
47 Spreads for
drying
49 Juice of plant
50 Policema;i: i
slang
53 Proceed

1

. L

e .g

a

I

NOTICE OF SALE
Public notice is
hereby given that the
United States of
America,
acting
through the Farmers
Home Administration. has 'for sale the
following described
real property:
Parcel I: A tract of
land consisting of approximately 52 acres,
including a large
4-year-old brick dwelling, 2-car garage, 3
grain bins, tool-shed,
barn, shop and tobacco barn. locate.d 5
miles northwest of
Hardin. Kentucky, on
Wadesboro Road.
Parcel II: A tract of
land consisting of approximately 88 acres,
located 5 miles northwest of Hardin,
Kentucky,
on
Wadesboro Road.
The property will be
sold under the following conditions:
For cash or terms of
not less than 10'.
downpayment and not
to exceed 25 amortized _ payments .of
11,625'; annual interest for the balance
of the purchase price.

A 101: deposit is required, which' will be
promptly refunded' if
the offer is not
accepted.
Preference will be
given to- a cash offef
which is at least 96'
of the highest offer requiring Credit. Acceptance of any bid based
on the condition that
FmHA finance all or a
portion of the sale on
terms will be subjeCt
to approval of the bidder's 'credit
by -FmHA.
Offers for purchase
of property will be
sealed bids, and opening of bids will be
public. Bids will be
opened at the FmHA
office. Murray, Kentucky. on September
26, 1985, at 2:00 p.m.
Property wIlL be
sold without regard to
race, color, religion,
sex, age, 'national
origin or marital
status. Prospective buyers
'may inspect the property by appointment.
Bids will be accepted
only on Form FmHA
1955-46. Invitation, Bid
and
Acceptance,
'which are available,
along with additional
information about the
property, at
the
FmHA office located
at 104 North Fifth
Street. Murray, Kentucky
4 telephone:
502.'753-0162 I.
The Government
reserves the right to
reject any or all

offers.
•
Dated this 4th day of
September, 1985.
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
By: Ronald W. Nelson

County Supervisor
Farmers Home
Administration
6. Help Wanted
2..8...CS SERI.ICEMAN.
years experience & a
thorough knowledge of
D.C. transmission, analog & digital theories,
logic schematics, integrated circuits, printed circuit board components & hardware as
well as software theory.
Ability to interpret and/or rewire automation systems building
drawings & schematics
primarily Barber Coleman & Honeywell.
Ability to use this
knowledge under abnormal & emergency
conditions. Must have
valid drivers license.
Apply at Personnel
Services, Murray State
University, Murray.
Ky. 42071. EOE/MF.

GIRLS with party plan
experience please call
us for a new concept if
Interested in less work
& higher commission.
We will train & you will
find your experience
helpful in earning extra
dollars fast. Average
earnings, part•time,
$500-$500 weekly. Set

your own hours. 502-4422443
ti CIL SEKEEPERBabysitter Monday
through Thursday, 9 am
to 5 pm. references required Call 753-0739 after

6 pm.
JANITORIAL work,
part-time. mornings.
15-20 hours per week.

Send P.O. Box 8481,
Paducah, KY. 420028481.
kENTUCRY Ircensed
plumbers: Job location
Fulton, Ky. Phone 502472-1038.
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CLASSIFIEDS
6
Help Wanted
KASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600,00 per 100
Guaranteed payment
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd.. Ft
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
ESTABLISHED tree
firm will hire' a
qualified tree climber
with min. 5 years
proven experience. Call
753-0338.
income
for part time home
assembly work
For
info. Call 504-641-8003
Ext. 8047

10. Business Opportunity

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1985
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24. Miscellaneous

24. Miscellaneous
4 0 . Produce
46. Homes for Sale
50 Used Trucks
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
R FT. flourescent lamp- SEASONED firewood- APPLE. yellow.
HOME and 03 acres ofdelic1971 CHEVY Cheyenne. TiFTN'NTS- McClure con- L&J Sanitat
OPEN AN OFF$1.75 each, 4 ft. floures- oak, hickory, mixed ious & Rome Beauty
ion
. fered for sale, through
V -k automatic, ps, pb. struction. roofing, Garbage ,Pick Up.County
cent lamp- $1.50. Coffee hardwoods $30/.
rick McKenzie Orchard 753- Kopperud Realty. •Pr
PRICE APPAREL
6 bag
o- air. good condition. Call painting,
table, end tables Sr delivered. MM. order 2 4725.
plumbing, in- limit, $7 per mgrith Call
perty includes large
STORE! Sell 800
753-8124.
tertol
t
couches- $35 Sr up. ricks. Call John Boyer APPLE
or exterior. 436 2264
•
S, cider for sale. pond, several barns and
Top Brands at
1975 DATSUN longbed Phone 502-382-2689. Bt.
Bedroom suites with 753-0338.
MITCHELL Paving
Call 489-2467 Tucker outbuildings. Price just
I,
pickup
bed.che
Sedalia.
, new motor. Call
20. to 60°. off!
st, dresser, box SLABS & sawdust for Orchard, Landfil
reduced $20,000: Phone
Sealing striping, repair
l
Rd.
437-443
7,
springs & mattress, sale, Mann Sawmill.
leENCE sales kt Sears & compl
First
Quality!
PURPLE Hull peas, 753-1222.
ete asphalt
$175. Solid oak tables & Call 901-986-3126.
1975 FORD Van . $750, now. Call Sears 753-2310 instaii
you pick, $50 a bushel_ NEED to move. Price
atiork All ions,
$19,975. includes
- runs_good.-Would-- make for free- estimate- for
chairs, old kitchen I.,TPREOHT planCF
--Redu
ffd" -HOUSE
$130. White sweet corn. Call
small. Call
everything. For
cabinet with porcelain stationary
two lots 3 BR, dining good work vehicle Call your needs
riding 753-6753.
753 1537.
pull-out top, antique bicycl
492-854
brochure
1.
call
e with rowing
room, kitchen, living
MOWING, hauling,
couches, used freezers. action
41: Public Sales
1-404-469-4438.
$40. Call 759-9432.
room and utility room. 2 197 CHEVY Luv truck.'
trees and bushes pruned
refrigerators, washers
automa
tic
with
air,
new
15SED carpet, good
storaa buildings, caror rem-oved. Reasona
& dryers. George Hodge
condition. 11.00.:711. MI
- •poic."1"gricre • Vines and paint, rebuilt motor,
ble rates, good re
8r- Son, Dixieland Shop1 1 . Instruction
very
good
condit
ion.
13x20, 1110(12,----17X
berries vineg. Price
ferences . Call Jerry at
3
PART
Y
ping Center. 753-4669.
Call
753-0195
..
14x15. Call 753-2392.
NDTA Cochran
$22.000. Phone 492-8492.
759 9661.
AC Brokers, Industrial
1982 CHEVY SlO
YARD SALE
Dance & Gymnastics.
rSED dinette tables
NEED work on your
Rd.
now
offers
lawn
47
pickup
,
Motorcycles
power brakes &
Register now. 753-4647
and chairs, twin beds,
Free Estimates
Wed. & Thurs.
trees? Topping, prun
renovation service. We
steering, air conditionschool desks ,recliners.
1976 SAZUKT motorcy.Ing,
shaping, complete
have Stac Dust, a new
759-1983
9-5
ing,
pioneer •sound
rockers
,
chests,
ranges
c
I
e‘
,
GT
750 i Water syste
removal and more Call
14
Want to Buy
plant food material that
WANTED PERSON
m, 22,000 mill, INSUL
1505 Tabard Dr.
refrigerators, coffee
Buffal
o'. $500. good
ATION blown in
B OVER'S TREE
is extremely fast acting
$6000. Call 753-8184.
ORECLOSL RE . We
tables, end tables,
with
carpentry
(Canterbury)
running order. Call
bY Sears. TVA ap- SERVICE for Pro
on soil P.H. To have
have an investor that
lamps, couches and
knowledge to assist
753-938
4.
2 CHEVROLET proved. Save on those Sessional tree care
Clothes for men,
healthy, durable grass
will make up your back
chairs. Hard back and
1978 YAMAHA 500cc, pickup. ps, pb. ac. Good high heating and cool- 753-0338.
alew hours a day.
you must have a good
women & teens, in
payments for an
paper
back
books.
For
King-Queen seat sissy condition, $1700. Call ing bills. Call Sears
P.H. in your soil. We
Call 753-5865 or
cludes
ownership interest. You
jeans,
the best prices and best
753-2310 for free
bar. new condition, 2 753-9635.
offer complete service.
Wedding
stay. Dial Mary Jane
753-5108.
used
jacket
furnitu
s.
pullov
re
and apers.
estimate.
new helmets, $695. 436We will aroate, fertilize,
Photography
753-1492 at Century 21
pliance
s
shop
Trash
and
blouses, dresses &
5806.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
lime, spray for un52 Boats -Motors
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
753-8298
Sawmill on Poor Farm
wanted vegatation, Treasure. 806 Coldwa1982 250R 3-wheeler. 16
skirts.
FT
ter
I
Road,'
am
Ce
753-456
looking
n_t
9.
to
buy
u
ry. -Rd.- - -Buyer - - of- standing LADY to live in with
prepare seedbed &
Catt after ttp:rn -.
CARTE
R STUDIO
Mahogany inboard timber
invalid lady. Room. books. If anyone has seefding. Call 753-4533
759-1940.
. Call 753-7528.
300 MAIN ST., SUITE 6
27.
Mobile
Homes
runabo
for
Sale
ut,
them
to
sell
needs
please
varncall
board and salary. Call
day, 759-4640 night for
1 North 3rd Entrance
ish. Last low low price! JOINER'S complete
me at 753-28111. I want: free
49
759-1661.
Used Cars
tree. service, 32 yrs.
estimates & re- 1976 12x65 NEW Moon,
North
641
Craft
$450.
Call 658-3697 day
"Ker
ry"
by
Grace ferrals. We
2BR, 11/2 baths, Spat
STUM
P REMOVAL
LIVE-in companion to
exper
ience
want
. Also.
you -to
1957 CHEVY Bel Rir
or night.
& Flea Market
loos living room &
take- care of 38 year old Livingston Hill, "The
have a beautiful lawn.
stumps mechanically. SERVICE
dr..
H.T.,
White
w/
red
Subsit
1983
ute
Guest
ASTROGLASS 14 removed 10''
" by
Now renting spaces.
handicapped man with
ALL electric hospital kitchen, on 3/4 acre lot
below Mechanically removed
interior. Body only. ft. Bass b-oat
'with surface. Call 753-0366.
10 inches below the
arthritis starting_ Oct. Grace Livingtston Hill,
bed, in excellent condi-, With front & back
For
inform
$1500.
ation
Call
435-421
call
5.
To
trailer
Love and To tion.
. 65 h.p. Mercury
28. No experience
Call 437-4669 after porches. Also, 12x20
LEE'S CARPET surface, no damage to
1975
LINC
OLN
Hono
753-4
motor:
Con566 anytime.
r" by Emlie- 6:30,
Call after 5p.m.
necessary. Must have
if no answer call Storage building with
CLEANING. For all surrounding lawn
tinental 4 dr. Good 489-2706.
masonite Siding & slant
transportation. Will pay Loren. I also have a 436-2160 after 7p.m.
your .carpet Sr upholst- Larry Wood 753 0211
condition, low mileage. THE
walker for sale.
starte-r ery cleaning. For a free t RING your mower
$300 per week. If interANTIQUE walnut buf- roof -carport, Very good
s
Call 759-1454 or 753-0364.
,Houseboat. 33 foot Seago43 Real Estate
ested write to Maurice
(riding & pushi, tillers,
fet, refinished, Queen_ condition. 759-4093.
1975 MUSTANG II, ps. ing with large front deck, estimate call 753-5827
1
Sweet RR 52, - Box 34. 15 Articles for Sale
13R
mObil
chain saws, small en
e home. ROPPERUD
Ann style w/ mirror,
Realty of- pb. ac, automatic, V-8, 4 cyl. Volvo engine, air, Satisfied references.
Herrin, Ill. 62948.
SED Singer sewing $300. Also, antique $1000 or best offer. Cali fers and excellent
LICENSED Electrician gines and welding to
$1700. Call 753-7291.
selecshowe
r,
radios
,
tape
753-878
LOCAL company ex- machine with buttonhole
0.
walnut love seat, tufted
for residential and Moody's Repair for
tion of quality homes - all 1976 CHEVROLE
T player, excellent condipanding. needs to hire attachment. $50. Call 489- in red velvet. $150. Call 1 BR, 2 bath double wide price
ranges. For all your Monza. good condition, tion. l'nder $10,000. See at commercial. Heating their tune up and over
20 to 30 people in the 2672.
haul Cherry Corner
on 38 acres more or less. Real Estate needs
435-4215.
phone AM/FM tape, ac. great Town &I Country Marina ahd air condition. gas
next two months. Maninstallation and repair. Road. 753 5668. Pickup
CHAIN link fence, 48" Central heat & air, 753-1222. or visit our office gas mileag
or
618-524
e.
Call
-2533
753agement positions refrigerator with tex& delivery. Work
Phone 753-7203
high 250 ft., 10 ft. gate. stove, -refrigerator, at 711 Main.
8821.
available. If you like tured steel door, only
Guaranteed.
all posts and fitting. dishwasher, new carpet LAKE property at
53 Services OffereC
Pir1976
PONT
IAC
Grand
public, relations work. 1.00 per week. Rudolp
& satellite system. Also, ate's Cove.
THWEATT'S Alterna
h Call 753-2480 after 4p.m.
Owne
Prix,
r
tilt,
ALL
cruise,
type masonry
air,
helping other people Goodyear 753-0595.
tor, Generator & Starter
connected 32x24 financing availa
EMBER-flEARTFI a
ble. power. AM,FM cass- work, block, brick.
and earning a good WRIRLPOOL
Service (rebuilt & re
heavy tireplace Insert with partially roofed deck, $5500. Call 435-4286.
ette.
Call
concre
753-929
8.
te, driveways.
. income send your re. duty washe
paired). Rt.. #1. Almo,
r with 4 automatic electric fan. large utility house & a
1980
side-wa
FORD Fairmonf
lks, patios, house
sume to P.O. Box 630 cycles, only
20x40 barn. Located in 44 Lots for Sale
Ky. 42020, shop (502)753
$6.00 per Like new:-Call 753-5544.
4-door, 6 cylinder, foundations, new
Murray Ky.
8742.
week. Rudolph
AfRWERS- land Puryear, TN. 901-247- TWO nice building
lots automatic, ps, pb, -air, chimneys or chimney
MANAGER wanted for Goodyear. 753.059
oWners. Call AG 5221.
5.
Install new septic TREES trimmed or
just' outside city limits. 51,000 miles. Nice. Call repair. 25 years exMarble plant at Mid
removed. Also. yard
BRokers. Industrial Rd. 1 BR double wide near No money down.
753-8124..
perience. Free esNo
Western- Marble Co.
syste
ms, repair on work. Exper
for soil testing service. Ky. Lake at Hamlin, interest. Low monthl
ienced
1981 FORD Escort Sta- timates Call Charles
y
Option for profit shar- 16. Home Furnishings
stardust sales, spread- Ky. Call 753-8964 leave payments. Call 435-412
Free estimates Call
old
syste
tion wagon. ps. pb, air, Barnett 753-5476.
ms.
8.
30
ing or stock in com- 2 GREEN- crushed - ing
436-2690,
ce, lime message anytime.
low mileage, new tires
pany Top qualified velvet matching' chairs spreadservi
yrs. experience.
ing, culvert.,pipe, AUCTION. 2 extra nice 46. Homes for Sale
Call 753-5216. •
oersonnelMust be & portable B&VV T.V. etc. We want
PAINTING
to .do Mobile homes, 1-12x60, 13Y owner,
Licensed by State
experienced, no other Call 753-0576.
3 BR brick 1981 FORD`Fairmont. 1
business with you. 1-14x50. Sell Saturday
BAILEY'S
home in country. owner, 4 cyl.. 4-speed,
need apply • Send comLocated across from Sept 14 1985. Watch
Healt
h
WHIRLPOOL heavy
Dept.
Kitchen-den combina- air. ps. pb, 55.000 miles.
plete resume to P.0.. duty
FAR
M LUMBER
Farris
Grain.
Thursd
Call 753ay paper for auc- tion, living
dryer with 3 temp
753-9224.
Box 1040,P. Murray.
room. 1 few scrapes, no rust.
tion ad. Call Otto Chester bath,
selections, only $4.00 4533 Day. 759-4640 night.
INTERI
OR
Ky
SUPP
$2250.
LY
Also.
utility
room, work
1984 Ford
per week. Rudolph FREE tree tops for Auction Service, 435-4128. shop. garag
EXTERIOR
ODD ion specialist.
e, wood Ranger, lots of X-tras.
firewo
od
Has
to the right
tobacco
Goodyear, 753 0595.
PAINTING
stove & electric heat. sharp. 20,000----ritiles.
ceiling fans, electrical
individual. Call 753-0640 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
WHITE bedroom furni
TVA insulated, storage $5600. Call 'after 5p.m.
INSURANCE
stick
&
plumbi
s
ng,
$18.00
fencing
_
You
after
5p.m. ask.for Tim.
tore, good condition.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished, building, 1 acre with 753-0337.
name it. I do it. You
WALLPAPERING
SALES CAREER
JR. clothes for sale. AC/natural gas. Shady
per
hund
Spindle bed with panel
red.
barn and fence for 1982 MAZDA
buy, I install. You
Financial help while training
footboard, box springs Sizes 3. 5 and 7. Call Oaks 753-5209.
horses. $38,000. Call black, 1 owner,RX7.
break,
good
fix.
I
Indus
call
trial
436
Rd.
advance ._ _commission
and mattress, 9 drawer 753:5086 after 5p.m.
NICE 2 BR trailer near 7 5 3-0 5 30 for condition', $6975. Call
2868.
vested
renewals
dresser with large MF-250- new- 42 HP- Murray. No pets. Call information.
Murr
ay, Ky.
753-7275.
PAINTING= Paper
A-M-8-A----..excelleirt-com -- - mirrtir-z, Wahl.. stand, diesel- power
489,2611...
COUNTRY- -home. 3..BR 19R2-- -PONTAIC • Grand _
-h-ariging,- -commerical. or
7591099
. panv. Complete line of A &
power
adjust
rears
$300. Call 753 7659.
with 4 acres, shade Prix, all power, air.
residential, Free es
11 and Universal Life Pro
auxiliary hydraulics-- 29. Heating and Cooling
*FREE ESTIMATES*
trees, fruit tree-s,& automatic, excellent
timates
, References. 25
ducts Including major
best seat- extra heavy
ASHLEY wood burning grape vines. 5 miles' on condition. Contact Dan
years experience, WET BASEMENT? We
medical and nursing home
A PP LI A 7\ CE
rear end- bumper- fluid
19 Farm Equipment
641
S.
Call
492-838
McNut
stove
4.
t
with
blower
at
Purd
,
om
good
policies For appointment
in rear tires- stabilizer
ICE
make wet basements
Kenmore. Tremon Farris 759-1987
ENJOY beautiful lake Thurman McNutt .Insur-, SERV
condition. Call 753-5436.
1952 sN FORD Red bars lir 'brackets.
call _Sharon Mon Fig 9
Westinghouse. ROOFING, Plumbing, dry. Work completely
2 year
view
ante.
from
this
753-445
4.
BR.
1
or home
2
Belly. good condition, warranty- list
am 1130am
Whirlpool. 21 . years Concrete work, Ad
guaranteed
Call- or
price 32. Apts for Rent
bath brick home in 753-1580.
plow, disc & bushhog. $16239, 2 in stock502 781 7270
experience. Parts and ditions, Painting, writeMorgan Con
sell
Panor
250
ama
Shore
FORD
s, 2
6 cylinder. service. Bobby
$2250. Call 753-8124.
Gener
al
Carpe
for $9995. See Gene or 1 8z 2 BR apt. near
ntry
structi
on Co Rt 2, Box
Hopper.
600 CASE combine. Will Ed at Stokes Trac- downtown Murray. kitchens, fireplace in Call 437-4945 after 5p.m.
Bob's Appliance Ser- P . A. moiony Co 409A, Paducah, K
part-time bus mechanally good. Call tor 753-1319.
Adults only. Call 753- den. Unbelievable low '77 CHEVY Impala 4 vice, 202. S. 5th St. 753 8628. Free 42001 or call 1 442
7026.
price, S35.000. Contact dr.. all power. nice. Call
boys. Please apply in 474-2744 after 3 pm.
Business 753-4872, 436- Estimates
N FAN MF-1010 3 cly. 4109, 762-6650, or 436- Koppe
WILL do bush hogging.
rud Realty 753- 437-4787 after 5p:m.
person. around 4 PM any NEW and
2844.
home).
584S
used Cor- diesel- 16 HP- with 54"
Call 753-8590
1222.
day. Seven Seas Restau- nheads. All
CARS $2007 Trucks APPLIANCE REPAI
makes and center mount mowerR:
WILL haul white rock,
REPA
EXTREMELY attrac- $100! Available at
IRS
rant, Hwy 641 North. models. Satisf
local
Factory authorized for
action turf tires- the ultimate
For Rent
sand, lime, rip rap and
CB TV and Stereos
tive 3 BR brick home, sales. Call 1-619-565-1522
Murray Ky.
guaranteed. - Delivery lawn mowing machine
Tappan. Kelvinator and
MURRAY HOME IL AUTO
masonary sand, coal,
Nice furnished apartjust now placed on for your directory
RF,PS
? needed For bus- available. Sikeston
to Brown Service on gas
plus you have 3 point lift
TRUE VALUE
dirt,
gravel, fill sand
market. Central heat & purchase. 24 hrs.
iness accounts Full- Tractor Co. 314-471.7726, & PTO for
ments
for
1,
3,
2,
or
Nor ths.d, ShoppoTtg Cyr
and electric ranges,
other yard &
Call Roger Hudson
air, appliances in- DR TRAD
time $60.000 to $80.000. 471-3733-night.
753-2571
E. 1984 microwaves. dis4 students Call
garden work. List price
753-4545 or 753 6763 cluded. New roof in
Part-time $12,000 to
o. Z-28. charcoal h washers. re17446. 1 in stock to sell
753-5865
or' 1984, $43,500. Contact Camar
$18.000. No selling. Re- 20. Sports Equipment
metallic, tops. loaded. frigerators, etc. Earl GENERAL marten
for $6495 with 7.9;
55.
Feed and Seed
753-5108
Kopperud Realty 753- Call 753-7307 after4
peat business. Set your CUSTOM
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753- ance, roofing, painting
pm.
Golf Clubs. financing for 60 months
1222.
etc.
20
yrs
rESCU
own hours. Training new.
experi
ence.
E certified JohnVERY nice little 1981 5341.
2 sets. Tour model. See Gene or Will Ed at
I BR furnished apt., air ROME and 4 acres Mercury Zepher
provided. 1-612-938.6870. cavity
DAVE'S WINDOW Free estimates Call stone, low endophyte
4-door
back. 2 thru PVV, Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
4742330.
conditioned. College located 2 miles from Sedan. Under
super grass. Limited
Mon -Fri. SA M. to Dynam
wholesale CLEANING SERVICE
ic Stiff Shaft. NEW light beige carpet,
Murray. An excellent at $2200.
supply. Broadbent Seed
51-'.M. CST
"
Call 753-4530.
_Professional- results. $EVVING Machine Re
$200 Classic blade. used approximately 8 boys preferred. No pets.
121 North. next to fair buy.•Price just reduced to
paw. -All makes aod Co. Cadiz Ky, 235.5182
Satisf
month
ied'
s.
muscle
1'1‘efe
back.
15813.
rences.
1 thru SW,
1-- grounds. 753-313
9 Situation Wanted
$23,500. Phone Kopperud 50. Used Truck
9.
s
Commercial & re- models. Industrial. 56
Dynamic Stiff Shaft. 8815. Also, extra pieces
Free Column
Realty. 753-1222.
home and nag closing
TAKI
applic
NG
C,F.NF.RAI. house $250. Both $400. 759-100
ations
siden
never
tial.
used.
Free
$400 or best
es1985 NISSON pickup,
9.
machines
cleaning, experienced.
FREE
40
yrs
to good home.
timate
offer. 402 S. 6th St. for Section 8. Rent
s.
Call
753-9873 or
air.. AM/FM cassette
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
experience All work part Basenji and part
dependable. references 22. Musi-cal
753-7491.
FOR
SAL
stereo, sliding rear -436-2.45
E
BR. Apply Hilldale
guaranteed. Kenneth Husky. House broken.
supplied. Call 759-4604.
window. sport wheels,
ICIMBALL 17.57= DAK & hickory firwood. Apts.. Hardin. Ky. Extra
Barnhill, 753 26 7 4 , Call 762-2856 or 753-9506
good 2 bed
WILL clean home, good organ
cover. Call 753-9531
s. Check our you haul $20 a rick. Call Equal Houa
Aluminum
Stella, Ky.
ask for Denise
ing
references. Call prices
437-4829.
bedr
oom
after 3p m
brick
.
before you buy
Opportunity.
753-8642.
Serv
ice
Thurman Furniture. 208 RAILROAD ties, 1
Co.
house, large lot,
WILL do housecleaning. Main St. Murray 753- grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call 33. Rooms for Rent
Aluminum end vinyl
ekperienced. dependa- 4834.
ready to move into.
753-2905 or 435-4343
siding. Custom trim
ROOM
S
for girls or
ble. references. Call PIANOS Bald
work. References.
win
All recently painted
boys near university.
753-6043.
organs. player pianos.
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
Call
753-8146 or 753-9894.
inside and out. Call
WILL stay with elderly New. used pianos,
WHIRLPOOL
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
733-0689
1976 Chevrolt.•1
at home or in hospital. organs. grand pianos.
753-3796 or see at
34 Houses for Rent
N, CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Air Conditioners
at night Good re- Lonardo Piano Co. 204
Truck. See at
G ENERAL HOME
806
North
18th
ferences. Call days W
BDRM
,
bath.
2
5,000
1704
MAR
B.T.U
Washitigton St.,
.
REPAIR. 15 years exI >yes Hank ot
Farmer. $400 per month
753-4410, nights 753-4590
yf ARS
Paris, Tenn.
Street.
perien
ce.
$4.00 Per Week
Carpe
ntry,
Hazel or call
plus deposit. Call 753SOLID WOOD CABINETS & 0
si'IpiiSji
concre
te,'
plumb
ing.,
10. Business Opportunity 24. Miscellaneous
10,000 B.T.U.
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
3006 evenings.
-192-Zs 31i.
roofing. siding. NO JOB
Birch • Oek • Walnut • Cherry
SMALL country groc- WHIRL
1 BR. 1 bath, dis- NEW. Nice well planned 3
$6.50 Per Week
TO SMALL. Free esBids Li kt.'11 11111.11
-F6
IqUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
67
ery with large inven- microwave oven
hwasher, stove, re- br. 2 -bath house with
KITCHtN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
timates. Days 753.6973.
with
18,000 B.T.U.
Septuillber
17.
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNIT
tory, making money. 2 700 watts cooki
frigerator, nice 16x22 great moth. Good
nights 474-2276.
URE REFINISHING •
ng
$8.25 Per Week
▪
COMPET
ITIVE PRICES 0,0. By & See Our Olseiav
or 3 bedroom house power. only $4.50
neighb
orhood. $325 plus neighborhood. Call 753G
ERING by Sears.
week
attached
deposit
Bell City Rudoph Goodyear. 753. Call 753-8923.
25,000 B.T.U.
3903.
Sears continuous gut- •
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
area. 442-7569
WHY rent? Only VON
0595.
ters installed for , your Ull 1212 Main
$10.75 Per Week
36 For Rent or Lease
a•
••• •••••••••op•
•
buys 500o interest in a
specifications. Call
S3
F250
FORD
diesel.
(With Approved
25x60 BUILDING in three bedroom home! If 23,000 miles. Call 554- Sears 753-2310 for free
Credit)
Murray. Call 489-2761 ever a home projected 5090.
estimate
Hopkins insurance Agency
after 6p.m.
an air of coziness and
Rudo
lph
Kentucky Central Insurance Companiee
good cheer this one
38. Pets-Supplies
Goodyear
certainly does. Once
6 SETTER bird dog inside, the aura of
721 S. 12th
pups, out of good stock. warmth does not
very nice looking pups. diminish
753-0595
bright spac
10 weeks old. $50 each. ious kitchen, :French
Call after 7p.m. doors from dining room
to screened sun room,
345-2449.
IIARD '00D slabs in
AKCGerman bountiful storage, with
Craiuogrivticii_rtEs'r
e_s
bundles delivered.$110 a Shepherds and AKC traditional fireplace
Call
PiesTta...ce s 408 So. 12th
cace load. 901-584-3306 after Austrailian Cattle dogs. serving the living area
Dr. Tom Hopkins Murray, Ky.
7 p.m . Cliarlej/-Thbbs Show, home, pet or Another chance like this
Sawmill, Camden, Tn.
working puppies and may not come along
(502)753-6202
42071
Call Mary Jane now
i'Vs IN size bunk beds- or adults. Call 436-2858.
-"IbS4-13.1415.1
•••laay
used as twin beds. CFIUMBLER'S Pet 753.1492 at Century 21
t.31,T
Buns wood or
Built-in drawers, chest, Shop Dixieland Center Loretta Jobs Realtors
coal efficiently
she-ets & spreads is now open Call 753included- used only 6 7601.
.FOREMAN
Larger heating
month. Only $250. WC obedience trainin
g
A leading manufacturer of consumer
capacity saves
Yamaha Champ
makes better pets. Fall
you money
and indUstrial good located in Paris, TN,
moped, 1980 model. less classes starting now.
500
miles. Basket &
has an excellent opportunity for an
Also,
private
trainin
g
inhelmet. Like new. $300. Boarding on insid
dividual to assume foreman responsibilities
e
436-2371.
runs. 436-2858.
in its

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

rXC'ELleENT

wrimtranr77-amr

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

r

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

,grED

Bank
Repossession

Oulu:ifs

KEEP ALL DIRT,
ASHES AND SMOKE
1% OUTSIDE
suRE-FurimE WITH A

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

If You Live To 100 Years You Only Have
36,500 Days To Live.

manufacturing facility.
Prospetittve candidate should possess
previous supervisory and operational experience and should be capable of working.all 3 -shifts.. Labor relatians-experiehce
is helpfutThis isa highly visaPie key pOsition that offers an excellent coi-npensation
and fringe benefit program.
If interested, please send resume and
,alary history an confidence to7
Employee Relations Manager,
P.O. Box 1086
Cape Girardeau, MO. 63701
I.' II

REVIVAL
at

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 320 50
Opened
Today
322 20
Up
170

SILVER PRICES
Silver

Bethany Baptist Church
New Concord; Ky.

Closed

Yesterday . .6,13
Opened
'Today
6.07
Down
06

(Just North Gro Store)

Starts Wed. Night Sept. 11th 7 p.m. Thru Sunday Night
(No service on Saturday

Compliments of:
VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky 4207 1

night)

Jerry Railey-Evangelist
Montell Paschall-Pastor
Call 498-8964 For Information

7511 7113
We buy Gold
Hours:

-

Silver AL Oiamunds
10 0 Doily, Closed Sunday

Remember You Will Doe One Day'
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Ozark Log Homes
& Stove Shoppe
121 Bypass
753-6774
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cANDI s ALE
— Lion. Club member Gerald Carter accepts a
donation from Gale Vinson. of Murra)• during the club's annual Candy Sale
held Vrida„ The inone collected 1)) the Lions Club will be used for the
benefit of sight (onset.% ation and other club activities.

DeMaio named to new post
as AP's director of graphics
NEW YORK .1,A1' I —
Donald C. DeMaio today
was. named to the new.
position of director . of
graphics of The
-Associated Press by
Louis D. Boccardi. AP
president and - general
manager..

e

perience and the Daily News from 1976
managerial skills to put until 1980.
us where we should be in
He is a graduate of
our graphics effqrt," Hofstra University -and
Bocca.rdi. said. •'With did post graduate
.work
added staff joining'our at New York- University.
present group, we will Parsons School of
provide more. _ faster Design and The Art
and better graphics on Students League.
His memberships inIn . making the . ap- the day's breaking news
clude the Society of
pointment. Boccardi events."
Prior to joining Newspaper Design and
said DeMaio. 41. art
United Media in 1980. The New York Art
director for United
Media since 1980, would -DeMaio spent 20 years Directors Club.
Hal Buell. AP's, assisbring a varied in the newspaper industry, working as a tant general manager
newspaper and new-s_
-- for - •ifeWS-phiits, Said
- agency background to staff antst
the task of improving in- folk Sun and later the DeMaio would work
Philadelphia Bulletin, with an expanded art
formational graphics on
the AP Laserphoto as art director of the—st-aft and with the
Albany Times-Union Robert Lockwood group
network
and Knickerbocker that has been providing
DeNlaio has the News and as graphics AP News Graphics for
.
newspaper art -e-x. editor of the New York two years.

Cab

I;11.• • • (('ont'd from page 6)

%ednesday. Sept. II

Thursday,Sept. 12

ty Hospital will be at
Liberty Savings Bank,
Symsonia. from 9 a.m.
to noOn and 1 to 3 p.m..
— —— —
Living With Diabetes
will be -at- 2 p.m. and
Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m
in third floor
classroom.. Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
—— — —
Events at Calloway
Public Library will be
Parents and Two's at
9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3 - 30 p.m..
— — —
Events at First
Presbyterian Church
- will include choir
rehearsal 6:30 p.m. and
Session meeting at 7:30

have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church. For information call 753-006 1,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
——— —
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Fire Department Station 1 in East Marshall
County from 9 to 11 a.m.
and 1 to 3 p.m.
————

————

A Small Business Tax

Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom, Education
Building, First---United
Methodist Church.
——— —
Christian Women's
Fellowship of First
Christian Church will
have a salad supper at
6:30 p.m. at the church.

Thursday.Sept. 12,_
Members note change in
time.
———
Dexter Homemakers
Club is scheduled to
meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Dexter Center.
————
Murray Chapter No.
92 of Royal Arch Masons
a,nd Murray Chapter
No. 50 loyal and Select
Masters • will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
— ———
Senior citizens activities will be..from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m.. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Woodmen of World
Grove 6126—and Camp
592 are scheduled to
meet at 6 p.m. at Golden
Corral Restaurant.
————
Western Kentucky
Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board, Inc., will
have a dinner meeting
at 6:30 p.m. at Executive Inn Riverfront.
Paducah.

————
Mothers' Day Out will
Workshop will be from
8:30 a m. to 4:30 p.m. in be at 9 a.m. at First
Murray-Calloway Coun- Baptist Church.
————
ty Chamber of ComFirst Baptist Church
merce Centre. For inWMU will meet at 10
formation call 762-2856.
am in church chapel.
— ———
- A one-day seminar
titled "Customer, Relations Skills" will be
from 9 a.m. to 4:15 p.m
in Curris Center. Mur%, Financing
ray State University
For information call
762-4159.
————
Caprice
C/K 10/30
A solo exhibition of
(Pickups Chassis
Cavalier
drawings, sculptures
Cab 8. Crew Cab)
and other works by An•
Celebrity
drew Dakin, art major.
Astro Cargo &
Impala
will be on show through
Conversion
Vans
Sept. 22 on upper level of
Chevette
Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
Chevy Cargo &
Citation
Fine Arts Center, Mur
Conversion
No
University.
Vans
ray State
admission is charge

0A
7,7

Thursday,Sept. 12
La Leche League will
Meet at 7 p.m. at.home
'of Belinda Bohnert.
903B Northwood, behind
Cain's AMC Jeep. For
informatin tall 759-1647
or 436-2227.
— — — —
AA and Al-Anon will

A.P.R.

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet

S. 12th
Murray
502-753-2617

Absolutely Nothing Due
Until March 10th, 1986

ALL THIS PLUS
DISCOUNTED PRICES
STOREWIDE
PRICES REDUCED ON:
vBROYHILL
YBENCHCRAFT
With a Minimum
YCATNAPPER
Purchase Of Only
YSERTA
Approve
d
$299 And
YFLEXSTEEL
Credit, Just Pick
'COCHRANE
It Out. Not One
''SOUTHERLAND
Penny Due Until
March 10th, 1986, ''ATHENS
Not Even Interest. YPEOPLE LOUNGER
'UNIVERSAL
AZOWE

CRASS
FURNITURE

103 S. 3rd

Downtown Murray
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